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ABSTRACT 
1. Basic properties of majorization. 2. Isotone maps and algebraic operations. 3. 
Double sub and superstochasticity. 4. Doubly stochastic matrices. 5. Doubly stochas- 
tic matrices with minimum permanent. 6. Comparison of eigenvalues. 7. Doubly 
stochastic maps. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is based on the lectures on majorization I delivered at 
Hokkaido University and Toyama University in 1981. I have limited myself to 
the discrete finite-dimensional case in the belief that all the essential aspects 
of majorization theory can be understood in the discrete setting. The lecture 
is selfcontained except for the Hahn-Banach-type theorem, the Brouwer 
fixed-point theorem, and the Lagrange multiplier theorem. 
The paper is divided into three parts. Part I is classical. The basic 
properties of majorization are given in Section 1, and the maps that preserve 
majorization, i.e. isotone maps, are studied in Section 2. In part II structures 
of doubly (sub- and super-) stochastic matrices are analyzed. The main point 
of Section 3 is a condition for the existence of a doubly stochastic matrix 
between two given matrices. In Section 4 the classical Birkhoff theorem is 
proved together with Sinkhorn’s theorem on diagonal equivalence to a doubly 
stochastic matrix. Section 5 presents a very recent topic: Egorychev’s solution 
of the van der Waerden conjecture on permanents. Part III is devoted to 
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comparison of eigenvalues and singular values of matrices in terms of 
majorization. In Section 6 eigenvalues and singular values of sum and product 
are studied. Besides, the supremum and infimum of Hermitian matrices are 
discussed. Section 7 is an elementary introduction to a generalization of the 
notion of majorization to C*-algebras. 
I. MAJORIZATION 
1. Basic Pr~erties of Majorization 
C” is the n-dimensional Hilbert space; for x’= (xl,..., x,)r and y’= 
(Y p..,YJT 
and Il3ll = (?, ~3”~. (1.1) 
Here each x’ is treated as a column vector. The trace of Ir’ is 
tr(x’):= t xj=(?,q, where e’=(l,...,l)r. (1.2) 
j=l 
For any real n-vectors x’, $E R” their coordinatewise maximum and mini- 
mum are denoted by X’V ij and x’ A y’ respectively, and 
x ‘+:=x’VO and Iq:=i?V( -?‘). (1.3) 
For any subset Z c {I.,..., n }, denote by g1 the n-vector whose jth compo- 
nent is 1 or 0 according as j E Z or 4 1. Besides, we use 
k 
Zk)= (m, 0 ,..., O)T. 0.4) 
111 will denote the number of elements in 1. 
Given a real vector x’= (xi ,..., r”)r E R”, let x”= (xi ,..., x,)r denote 
its decreasing rearrangement, that is, 
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are the components of 2’ in decreasing order. Similarly 2+.= (X .1,. . . , r .,,)T 
denotes the increasing rearrangement of 2, so that 
. 
x.j = x n-j+l, j=l ,‘.., n. (1.5) 
x’ is said to be mjorized by y’ (or y’ majorizes x2), in notation x’< @, if 
k=l,...,n-1, (1.6) 
j=l j=l 
i xi= f: yj. (1.7) 
j=l j=l 
Since 
(1.8) 
an equivalent form of (1.6) is that for any Z c (1,. . . , n} (with 111 G n - 1) 
there exists ]C {l,...,n} such that 
VI = IJI and (C G> < (y’, Q, (1.6)’ 
while (1.7) means 
tr( C) = tr( y’). (1.7)’ 
Since by (1.5) 
majorization ?< y’ is also expressed by the conditions 
? k x.~> CY.~, k-l ,..., n-l, 
j - 1 j=l 
(1-g) 
(1.10) 
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C is said to be submujorized by y’(or y’ submajorizes XC), in notation ~‘5 q, if 
; x; d i yj, k=l,...,n. (1.11) 
j=l j=l 
Similarly r’ is said to be szLpermujorized by y’ (or y’ supermajorizes XC), in 
notation 2+2 y’, if 
j=l j=l 
k=l,...,n. (1.12) 
Submajorization and supermajorization are stable under multiplication by 
positive scalars, while multiplication by a negative scalar causes exchange of 
their roles: 
??$ ifandonlyif -?i -g. (1.13) 
Since Z-C y’ is equivalent to the simultaneous occurrence of C’? y’ and ?G $, 
majorization is stable under multiplication by any real scalar. 
Majorization (sub- or supermajorization) introduces a preorder into R”. 
Let us write x’- y’ if Z-C y’ and ?‘> 5 Obviously this equivalence relation 
x’- y’ means that x’ is obtained by permuting the components of @, or 
equivalently ?= IIIy’ for a permutation matrix lI. Recall that a square matrix 
II is a permutation matrix if each row and column has a single unit and all 
other entries are zero; in other words, there is a permutation VT of indices 
{I,..., n } such that II = (a,,). The order structure introduced by sub- or 
supermajorization gives rise to the same equivalence relation as - . 
Let us enumerate several examples of natural occurrence of majorization 
relation. 
EXAMPLE 1. Given a vector $E R”, consider the two sets 
Y$#:= {XGj} and Y*:= (5’L&-Y’}. 
++. . . 
Since x < y imphes y, > xj 2 y,, . j=l,..., n, the set Y, is topologically 
bounded, and has a minimum vector with respect to the preorder -c. In fact, 
[tr(yT/n]Z is the minimum vector. The set Y# is not, in general, topologi- 
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tally bounded. But if y’> 0, then Y* is bounded from above and has 
(Wi),O,..., 0)r as a maximum vector. 
EXAMPLE 2. If Z= X’(U) is a random n-vector on a probability space, 
then the average (i.e. mean) vector of ?’ is majorized by that of the 
decreasingly rearranged random vector x’: 
E(C) < E(T). 
This follows from the identity (1.8): 
=E 
EXAMPLE% InExample2above,let xj(w)=xAj(~), j=l,...,n,where 
x A. is the characteristic (or indicator) function of an event A j. Consider the 
ne& events defined by 
‘j’= {at least j of A, ,..., A,occur}. 
Then it follows that 
k 
c XB,W = max c XAjW 
j=l lZI=kj,z 
Therefore we arrive at the following statement. If a j is the probability of 
event Aj, j = l,..., n, and if b, is the probability that at least j of 
A i ,..., A,, occur, then a’< b. 
Let us turn to a characterization of submajorization in terms of a 
rearrangement-free parameter. 
THEOREM 1.1. zF$ y’ if and only if 
tr(F- tfT)+Q tr($- G?)) forall t E R. (1.14) 
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Proof. Suppose r’< $ The inequality (1.14) holds obviously for t > xi. 
If “;>t>Xx,+, (with x,+1= -co), 
k k 
tr(?-te’)+= C (xi-t)= 2 xj-kt, 
j = 1 j=l 
while 
k k 
tr($-tZ’)+Z c (y;-t)+> c y;-kt. 
j=l j=l 
Now the inequality (1.14) results from definition of ?? g 
Suppose, conversely, that (1.14) is true. For small t, the inequality (1.14) 
leads to tr(x’) < tr(y3. Next, put t = y;. Then, as above, 
k 
tr(a-G))+= c yi-kt, 
j - 1 
while 
tr(xt- @)‘a $ xi - kt, 
which yields by (1.14) C;,lrj < Ef=Iyi. 
COROLLARY 1.2. ?< y’ if and only if 
trl?- tf7j < trjij- tq forall t ER. 
Proof. (1.15) follows from (1.14) and tr(lc’) = tr(y3, via 
1q+ z’= 227 for ZE R”. 
Conversely the inequality (1.15) for large t yields 
tr( G- S) G tr( G- $); 
(1.15) 
a general relation 
(1.16) 
hence tr(x’) z tr(y3. Similarly the inequality for small t yields tr(x’) Q tr( y3. 
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Therefore (1.15) implies tr(x’) = tr(y3. Now (1.14) follows from (1.15) and 
tr( xi?) = tr(y3 via the relation (1.16). Now appeal to Theorem 1.1. n 
For GE R”1 and GE R”e, let us denote by (ii, ~3 the (n, + n,)-vector 
(U 1, * * *, u,,, Ol...., u,,)‘. An easy consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that if 
ti’), y’(l) E R”I, and f2), cC2) E R”e, and 8’) is majorized (submajorized) by 
gCi), i = 1,2, then (P, ti2’) is majorized (submajorized) by (y’(l), ct2)). In 
particular, 
x’< y’ if and only if (S, .Z) < (@, T). (1.17) 
For the statement of a basic theorem on majorization we need the notion 
of double stochasticity of a matrix. An n-square matrix A = (aij) is said to be 
doubly stochastic if alI entries are nonnegative and each column and each 
row sums to one: 
Qij > 0, i,j=l ,..., n, (1.18) 
5 aij=l, 
i=l 
j=l ,***> n, (1.19) 
i aij = 1, 
j=l 
i=l ,..*, n. (1.20) 
The condition (1.18) means 
(positivity-preseruing:) Ax’> 0 whenever ?‘a 0, (1.18)’ 
while (1.19) and (1.20) are equivalent, respectively, to 
(trace-preseruing :) tr( AZ) = tr( S) for all Z, (1.19)’ 
(unital:) AZ= Z (1.20)’ 
A matrix is trace-preserving if and only if its adjoint is unital. The class of all 
n-square doubly stochastic matrices is closed under matrix multiplication, 
adjoint formation, and convex combination; if A, B are doubly stochastic, so 
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are A*, AB, and tA +(l - t)B for all 0 < t 6 1. Any permutation matrix is 
doubly stochastic. 
THEOREM 1.3. The following conditions for 2, ij~ R” are mutually 
equivalent: 
(ii) There exist a finite number of vectors So), . . . , z’cN) E R” such that 
y’= $0’ > 31) > . . . > $N) = x’ (1.21) 
and such that, for all k, z *k) and Z?~+ ‘) differ in two coordinates only. 
(iii) r’is a convex combination of coordinate permutations of c. 
(iv) x’= Ay’for some doubly stochastic matrix A. 
Proof. (i) 9 (ii) by induction on the dimension n. The case n = 1 has 
nothing to prove. Suppose the implication (i) 3 (ii) is true for all cases of 
dimension less than n. Let x’, GE R” and x’+ $ Since x’- x” and y’- y’; 
and each coordinate permutation is obtained by successive applications of 
permutations that exchange two coordinates only, we may assume that T= x” 
and y’= y’: Since x’+ @implies y, > x1 > y,, take k such that y&l > X1 Z yk. 
Find t such that 0 Q t < 1 and x1 = ty, +(l - t)&, and let 
i?‘)= (Xl, y,,..., y,_,,(l - t)Y,+ @k, Yk+lT”‘, %I)‘* 
Then 8’) and 8’) = y’ differ only in coordinates 1 and k. Since in R2 
(1.17) implies P) < 8’). Claim: the (n - l)-vector f := (rs.. . . , x,)~ is 
majorized by the (n - l)-vector. 
,-:= (y2,..., yk_l,(l - t)yl+ tyk’ Yk+l~"'T yf’ 
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while for k =g 1~ n 
k-l 1 1 
c Yj+(l-t)g,+&k+ c !!j= 1 Yj-‘l 
j=Z j=k+l j=l 
1 1 
> c xi-xl= 1 xi. 
j=l j=2 
The last inequality becomes equality when 2 = n. This establishes the claim. 
By the induction assumption there exist a finite number of vectors 
,-(a), . . .) &N--l) E R”- ’ such that 
g=w”o)>w”“> . . . >G(N-l)=c 
and such that, for all k, Gckpl) and tZtk) differ in two coordinates only. Now 
Sk) :=(x1, ii5(k-‘)), k = 2,. . . , N, satisfy (1.21). 
(ii) *(iii): At each k, 8k) = [tZ +(l - t)II]8k-‘) for some 0 < t < 1 and 
a permutation matrix II that interchanges two indices only. Now (iii) follows 
from the fact that any product of permutation matrices is again a permuta- 
tion matrix. 
(iii) 3 (iv): This results from the fact that any convex combination of 
permutation matrices is doubly stochastic. 
(iv) * (i): Suppose that x’= Ay’ for a doubly stochastic matrix A. Since A 
is unital, 
J- tZ= A($- 6) forall PER. 
Then the positivity-preserving property of A implies 
I?‘- ti?) < Aly’- te'l forall tER. 
Finally since A is trace-preserving, 
tr(Z- tZ’j < trA(y’- tc?j = trig- ti?‘j forall tER. 
Now (i) results from Corollary 1.2. W 
The above proof also shows that the doubly stochastic matrix in Theorem 
1.3(iv) can be required to be the product of at most n - 1 matrices of the 
form tZ + (1 - t )II, where 0 Q t Q 1 and II is a permutation matrix that just 
interchanges two coordinates. 
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Another special class of doubly stochastic matrices is related to unitary 
matrices: if U = ( uij) is unitary, the matrix ( Iuij12) is doubly stochastic. In 
particular, any real unitary matrix produces a doubly stochastic matrix in this 
way. 
THEOREM 1.4. The doubly stochastic matrix A in Theorem 1.3(iv) can be 
required to have the fm 
A=(luij12) forareaZunitaymutrixU=(uij). (1.22) 
Proof by induction on the dimension n. The case n = 1 is trivial 
Suppose that the assertion is true for aU cases of dimension less than fl. 
Remark that ?‘= Ay’ with A satisfying (1.22) means that Udiag(a U* has x’ 
on its diagonal where diag(y”) 
In the proof of the implication 
matrix V by 
vu= Vkk - 46 
is the diagonal matrix with diagonal vector $. 
(i) * (ii) of Theorem 1.3, define a real unitary 
qr=\ll-t, vkl= -\/1-t, 
vi j = sij for other i, j. 
Then Vdiag(y3V* has 8’) on its diagonal, and the other nonzero entries 
appear at (1, k) and (k, I) positions. Since the (n - I)-vector y” = 
ty,,..., y,-,,(l-t)Y,+tYt,Ylt+l,..., y,)r is proved to majorize x” = 
(x 2,. . . , xn) according to the induction assumption, there exists an (n - l)- 
square real unitary matrix W such that Wdiag(y”)W* has x” on its diagonal. 
The n-square real unitary matrix 
meets the requirement. n 
Let us add one more interesting example of natural occurrence of 
majorization. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A be a Hermitian matrix. Denrte by x”(A) the n-vector 
of its eigenvahres, arranged in any order, and by 6(A) the diagonal vector. 
According to the spectral theory there exists a unitary matrix V = (vii) such 
that 
A=Vdiag(X(A))V*. (1.23) 
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With P = (Juij12) it follows from (1.23) 
@A) = PT;(A). 
Since P is doubly stochastic, 8(A) < x(A). 
Combination of Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 yields that a linear map T 
defined on span(y’, Z), the linear span of y’ and Z, by 
T(sy’+ tZ) = d+ te’, s, t E R, 
is extended to a stochastic linear map, that is, a positivity-preserving and 
trace-preserving linear map, if and only if (1.15) holds. The following theorem 
gives a general treatment of this type. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let .M be a (real linear) subspace of R”, and T a (real) 
linear map j&m JI to R”. Thm T admits a stochastic linear extension, that 
is, there exists a stochastic linear map A j&n R” to R” such that AS= TX’ 
for all ZE .4# if and only if 
Here v 7. IP, for instance, is the coordinatewise maximum of 8’), . , . , SN). 
Proof. Suppose first that T admits a stochastic linear extension A. Then 
(positivity-preserving) 
N = tr V ,-Ci) ( i (trace-preserving). j-1 
Suppose conversely that T satisfies (1.24). Identifying the space R”“‘ with the 
m 
direct sum -RW . - . $ R”‘, let us denote a vector in R”” by x’ = ( til), . . . , ?‘fm)) 
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with fj)ER”, j=l 
by 
, . . . , m. Define a real-valued function(al) ~(3 on R”” 
p(Z) = tr q P . 
i i j=l 
(1.25) 
p is subadditive and positively homogeneous, that is, 
PC;+ ia Q Pm + P(G) and p(tz) = tp(x’) for t a 0. 
Let_kbethesubspaceofallf=(f’) ,..., x’(“‘)withx’(j)E&, j=l,..., m, 
and define a linear function(al) + on J# by 
where 
(j) 
qj,=(O ,..., 0, 1 ,0 ,..., O)TofRm, j=l,..., m. 
Then the condition (1.24) implies 
According to a the?rem of the Hahn-Banach type, $I can be extended to a 
linear function(al) + on the whole space R”” such that 4 coincides with + on 
2, and 
i(Z) G p(Z) = tr for all ZE R”“. (1.26) 
There exist uniquely G’(j) E R” > j = 1,. . . , m such that > 
j=l 
for all 2~ R”‘“. (1.27) 
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Define a linear map A from R” to R” by 
AZ= ((?,,(‘)) ,.,., (C’,ii(m)))T. (1.28) 
Given T’E JY and 1 Q k Q m, consider the vector 
(k) 
qk)= (0 )..., 0, x’,o )..., 0). 
Then it follows from the definitions (1.27) and (1.28) that 
(Tz> <k)) = +(;(k)) = i( ;(k)) 
= ( 2, iick)) = (Ax’, &). 
Since ZE .H and k are arbitrary, this shows that A coincides with T on J#. 
A is positivity-preserving. In fact, for 0 < SE R”, consider zck, as above; then 
(1.26) implies 
( _ x’, a”‘4 > = i( - z(k)) < p( - z(k)) 
= tr( x’- ) = 0, 
which shows Z(k) > 0. Finally A is trace-preserving. For SE R”, consider 
x’=(Z,..., ~3. Then (1.26) implies 
tr(A%‘) =4(x’) Q p(z) = tr(?‘), 
and similarly 
tr(A( - ?‘)) < -t’(S). 
The case of dim(A) = 2 gives a direct generalization of Corollary 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let 0 B 8’) E R” and 0 < g(i) E R”, i = 1,2. There 
exists a stochastic linear map A such that A$‘) = x”‘), i = 1,2, if and only if 
tr( y’(‘)) = tr(S(‘(i)), i = 1,2, and 
trl$‘) + tP1 < trlij”’ + tijc2)1 ford t ER. (1.29) 
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Proof. 
= tr@“), 
“Only if” is proved just as in Theorem 1.5. Suppose that tr(y”“) 
i = 1,2, and (1.29) is fulfilled. An immediate consequence is that 
well defines a linear map from span(y’(‘), gC2’) to R”. To appeal to Theorem 
1.5, it is enough to show that for any czj, /Ii E R, j = 1,. . . , N, 
tr 
The function 
f(')= i (ajs+bj) 
j=l 
is continuous and convex, and there exist sr < . . . < sM such that f(s) is 
linear on ( - cc, s,], [sM, cc), and each [sk, sk+ J, k = 1,. . . , A4 - 1. Let 
sc = sr - 1 and s, = sM + 1. The convex function f(s) has right derivative 
f’(s) which is a nondecreasing function. Simple computation will show the 
following representation: 
thenforanyu, ~20 
i (cyj” +p,u)= f(so)o+(u-s,o)ff(s,)+/s"(u-tu)+dfyt). 
j=l so 
(1.31) 
Since 8’) > 0, i = 1,2, in the sense of a vector-valued integral, (1.31) implies 
; ( cujG’) + prcf2’) 
j-l 
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and consequently 
tr 
[ 
t (ojZo)+/3$?2)) =f(so)tr(fi2))+f(s0){tr(Zo))-s0tr(?2))} 
j=l I 
s, 
+ 
/ ( tr P- tG2))+ df’(t). (1.32) so 
The corresponding identity holds with g(i) instead of 8’), i = 1,2. Now since 
(1.29) together with tr(8’)) = tr(y’(‘)), i = 1,2, implies, as in the proof of 
Corollary 1.2, 
tr( 8’) - tti”)) + < tr( ij(‘) - t#‘)) +, 
the inequality (1.32) and the corresponding one with #‘), i = 1,2, yield 
(1.30), because f( t ) is increasing. n 
Now let us turn to a study of sub or supermajorization. Remark first of all 
that 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose thut ii? ij and i7< @‘. Zf ii< 6, then there exists 
x’swh that X’-C y’and ii< x’a 5. 
Proof by induction on the dimension n. The case n = 1 is trivially true. 
Suppose that the assertion is true for all the cases of dimension less than 12. 
Let 
S(t):=(1-t)ii+tv’ for Ogt<l. 
Then u’< ?( t ) Q 5, and x’(0) = ii? G Let to be the maximum of all t such 
that x’( t ) ? $ If to = 1, then x’(l) = d is submajorized and supermajorized by 
y’; hence <:= v’ meets the requirement. If to < 1, in view of the maximum 
property of t,,, there exists 1 G k < n such that 
t r(t&= i yi’. 0.w 
j-l j=l 
We may assume here x‘<t,-,) = Z(t,,): Then the k-vector (x( to)l,. . . , x( t,-,)k)T is 
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major&d by the k-vector ( y;, . . . , yi)r. Consider the (n - k)-vectors 
,-:= (y;+p...,yf, i-c:= (Uk+l,..., UJT7 
iT:= (fJk+I,..., oJT and tiJ’:= (~(t~)~+r,...,x(t~),,)~. 
Since (1.34) implies 
according to the induction assumption applied to the triple y”, G’, and 2, 
there exists an (n - k)-vector 2’ such that x” < y” and w” < Z’ < v”. Then 
the n-vector S:= (x( ta)r, . . . , x(t,),, S’) meets the requirement. n 
Before stating a corollary, let us introduce some notions used subse- 
quently. A square matrix B = (bij) is said to be doubly substochastic if all 
entries are nonnegative and there exists a doubly stochastic matrix A = (aij) 
such that 
0 ~ bij ~ Uij for all i and j. (1.35) 
Correspondingly a square matrix C = (cij) is said to be doubly superstochus- 
tic if there exists a doubly stochastic matrix A = (a i j) such that 
cij > aij for all i and j. (1.36) 
COROLLARY 1.8. The following conditions for ii, ij~ R” are mutually 
equivalent: 
(ii) There exists x’such that r’< $and ii< Z 
(iii) (Under the assumption y’> 0, ii> 0) there exists a doubly sub- 
stochustic matrix B such that ii= By'. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): For sufficiently large t the vector te’ is supermajorized 
by y’ and u’< tg and Theorem 1.7 can be applied. 
(if) * (i) follows from (1.33). 
(ii) *(iii): According to Theorem 1.3, Ic‘= Ay’ for a doubly stochastic 
matrix A. Then the matrix B := diag(ii’/x?-A meets the requirement, where 
u’/?’ is defined by coordinatewise division with the convention O/O = 0. 
(iii) * (ii) follows from the definition of substochasticity via Theorem 1.3. 
W 
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A corresponding assertion holds with supermajorization and double super- 
stochasticity. 
COROLLARY 1.9. Suppose that C, ijz 0 and y’= Ck_,#j) with a(j) 2 0, 
j=l , . . . , k. If x'is mjori~ed (sub M s~pemajorized) by y’, then there exists 
a decomposition x’= C& $j) such that T(j) 2 0 and ,-Cj) is m+i,wd (s& 
or supmjorized) by g(j), j = l,..., k. 
Proof. According to Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.9, Z= Ag with dou- 
bly stochastic (sub or superstochastic) A. Let Z(j) = Aa( j = 1,. . . , k. w 
NOTE. A history of development of the notion of majorization is de- 
scribed in the monograph [51]. Physicists use the reversed notation r’> y’ to 
denote that r’ is majorized by y’ in our sense; they say that x’ is more chaotic 
than y’(see [2]). The basic result (Theorem 1.3) is due to Hardy, Littlewood, 
and Polya [35] and also to Rado [64]. Theorem 1.4 is in Horn [36]. Theorem 
1.5 is found in Alberti and Uhlmann [l, 21; F. Niiro has communicated an 
equivalent form. For related topics, see [8], [68], [25, 261, and [SS]. Corollary 
1.6 is proved by Ruth, Schranner and Seligman [66] by a different method. 
For Theorem 1.7 and its relatives, see Fan [23] and Chong [15, 161. 
2. lsotone Maps and Algebraic Operations 
R” (and R”) is provided with the usual order stmcture < . A map Q, from 
(a subset of) R” to R” is said to be monotone increasing if it is order-preserv- 
ing, that is, if 
@( ?‘) < ‘P( y’) whenever x’< $. (2.1) 
Q, is said to be monotone decreasing if - Cp is monotone increasing. When @ 
is linear, it is monotone increasing if and only if it is positivity-preserving. 
Another notion of importance is convexity. @ is said to be conuex if 
o(t?+(l-t)Y’)<t@(Z)+(l-t)@(y’) for OgtGl. (2.2) 
@ is said to be concave if - @ is convex. 
R” (and R”) is also provided with the preorder structure of majorization. 
A map Cp from (a subset of) R” to R” is said to be isotone if 
w> 5 w> whenever x’< $. (2.3) 
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Very often the word “Schur-convex ” is used instead of “isotone.” This notion 
admits two natural specializations: Q, is said to be strongly isotone if 
W) :: wi) whenever Z$ y’, (2.4) 
while it is strictly isotone if 
w-) < wi) whenever jr”+ y’. (2.5) 
In this section the domain of definition for a map is always assumed to be a 
convex set that is invariant under all coordinate permutations. 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf a map Q, fiwn R” to R” is convex and if foe any 
permutation matrix II (of order n) there exists a permutation matrix II (of 
order m) such that 
lb(?) =(P(rIIlc’) for all x’, (2.6) 
then @ is isotow. It becomes strongly isotone if, in addition, it is monotone 
increasing. 
Proof. Let iZ< ij’ in R”. According to Theorem 1.3 there exist tj > 0 and 
n-square permutation matrices W), j = 1,. . . , N, such that 
N N 
c tj = 1 and x’= c tjlIc%j. 
j=l j=l 
Then 
Q)(S) = cp f tjn(j4j 
i 1 j=l 
6 f tja( rPy’) 
j=l 
(convexity) 
by (2.6), 
which yields, again by Theorem 1.3, 0(x?) 5 @(a. 
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Suppose now that, in addition, Q, is monotone increasing. If a_! ij in R”, 
by Corollary 1.8 there exists Z such that u’< ?< q. Then Q(%‘) 5 O(y3 and 
a,( G’) < a( x?) by monotony, hence Q(G) 5 @( y3. m 
Any real-valued function f(t) defined on a (finite or infinite) intervs Q of 
the real line can induce a map, denoted by the same letter, from D x . . . X Q 
to R” by 
f(C) := (f(X1)>...Pf(q& (2.7) 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf f(t) is convex, the map f(C) is isotone. Zf, in 
addition, f( t ) is mmotm increasing, f(xC) is strongly isotom. 
Proof. The convexity of f(t) implies that of the map f(?), and (2.6) is 
satisfied with fi = II. n 
Take f( t ) = (t I, t ‘, or t + to obtain the following: 
I?l? jgl whenever Z< y’; (2.8) 
lc‘2 5 g2 whenever 5’< y’, (2.9) 
,+,:,+ whenever F’? ij. (2.10) 
When m = 1, a(?‘) is a real-valued function, and the condition (2.6) 
implies its permutation-invariance: 
@(Ix) = O(C) for all permutation matrices II. 
This condition is also necessary for the isotony of the function a’, because 
?- ij implies ‘P( xi = a( y3. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf \k(xT is a convex function on R”, then the function 
defined by 
O(S) := mF*(IIZ), 
ll running over all permutation matrices, is isotone. Zf, in addition, \k is 
monotone increasing, Cp is strongly isotone. 
In fact, Cp is convex and permutation-invariant. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Zf f(t) is a convex jimction on R, fm any 1~ k < n 
the function on R” defined by 
ack)(T) = max ; f(r,), 
nG% j=l 
where 9, is the set of all permutation o/‘order 11, is isotone. In particular 
aqq := i f(Xj) = tr[ f(?)] 
j=l 
is isotone. Zf, in addition, f(t) is monotone increasing, these finctions @ck) 
are strongly isotone. 
Remark that wheu f( t ) = t, 
wyq = 2 x;, k=l,...,n-1, 
j=l 
@(“)(i?) = tr(<). 
Therefore the submajorization 25 y’ is recovered by using 
function @ck), k = 1,. . . , n. 
n strongly isotone 
Let us present some simple examples of isotone functions along the line of 
Corollary 2.4: 
EXAMPLE 1. The deviation function is isotone: 
EXAMPLE 2. The entropy jimction is isotone on the set of positive 
vectors: 
H(Z) := 5 xjlogrj (with 0.00 = 0). 
j=l 
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THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that u real-valued function @(I?) = a,( x1,. . . , x,) 
is diffkmtiabk in any argument xi, and write QCi, = ( 6’/axi)@, j = 1,. . . , n. 
Then Cp is isotone if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) @ is permutation-invariant. 
(b) (xi - xi){ OCi,(C) - @J?)} > 0 for all x’and i, j. 
Proof. Suppose first that @ is isotone. Then (a) is obvious, and it suffices 
toprove(b)withi=land j=2.Givenx’=(r,,...,x,),define,forO<t<l, 
x’((t)=((l-t)x,+tx,, tx,+(l-t)x,,x, ,...) X,)7 (2.11) 
Since x’(t) < %+= T(O), the isotony implies 
which proves (b) for i = 1 and j = 2. 
Suppose conversely that (a) and (b) are satisfied. In view of Theorem 1.3 
and the permutation invariance (a), Cp will be isotone if @( ~7) Q 0(x3 
whenever 
i?=(iq,...,x,) T and ii=((l-s)x,+sx,, sx,+!l-~)x,,x,,...,x,)~ 
@(ii) -Q(C) =[‘-&?‘(t))dt 
=- J sx(tt-;t)z {a@=(t)) -qz,(S(t))} dt 0 
Q 0 (by (b) and 0 d s < ;)a 
This completes the proof. 
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This theorem has a lot of applications. Let us cite only one. The kth 
elementary symmetric fin&ion S,(C) is defined by 
Sk(T) = S,(x,,. . . , XJ := xxi, . . . Xik, (2.12) 
where the summation is extended over all choices i, -C i, -C . . . -C i,. 
EXAMPLE 3. For any 1~ k Q n the function S,(C) is antiisotone, that is, 
- S,(C) is isotone, on the set of positive vectors. 
In fact, @(XC) := - S,(xZ) is permutation invariant, and 
The particular case k = n yields 
]fir x j > jfir yj whenever x’, y’> 0 and x’< y’. (2.13) 
The inequality (2.13) produces the Hadamard determinant theorem: if A = 
(a i j) is a positive (definite) matrix, 
(2.14) 
In fact, it is pointed out in Section_ 1 that the diago_al vector-$(A) is 
majorized by the eigenvalue vector A(A). Since both 6(A) and X(A) are 
positive, by (2.13) 
Isotony turns out to be a too restrictive condition for a linear map. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a linear map j+nn R” to R”. Then the 
following conditions are mutudly equivalent: 
(i) A is strictly isotone. 
(ii) A is isotune. 
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(iii) A%‘- Ay’ whenever T- @. 
(iv) For any permutation matrix II of order n there exists a permutation 
matrix fi of order m such that 
All=fiA. (2.15) 
Proof. The implication (i) * (ii) j (iii) is trivial. Since A is convex, 
(iv) * (i) follows Theorem 2.1. 
(iii) * (iv): Let the linear map A be represented in the form 
AZ= ((~,$“) ,..., (r’,$““f. (2.16) 
Then condition (iv) means that any permutation matrix ll of order n causes 
a permutation T E Sp, such that 
n*;(j) = $r,) 
3 j=l >..., m. (2.17) 
Let us derive (2.17) from (iii) by induction on the dimension m. The case 
m = 1 is trivial because condition (iii) means that 
( x’, a”“) = (ng $1)) for all x’, 
or equivalently fl*~P = a”“. Suppose that the implication (iii) 2 (2.17) is 
true for all the cases of dimension less than m. To prove (2.17) for m, we may 
assume that z(‘) has maximum norm: 
Ipi(’ 2 IliPll, j=2 ,..., m. (2.18) 
First claim that for any permutation matrix ll there exists c?‘@) such that 
lYl*$‘) = zck). Apply (iii) with x’= z(l) and ij= ll*$‘) to find a permutation 
r E Ym such that 
= (((p’, (pd),.. .) ($l), ,,(%# 
Take k with rk = 1. Then 
($“, n;w> = p*$‘), $k)) = ((p, a”“). (2.19) 
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Since by (2.18) 
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according to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (2.19) is possible only when 
l&i@) = tin, or equivalently II*$‘) = Z@). The claim being established, 
there exists a subset ~4 of {Z(j) : j = 1,. . . , m } such that Z(‘) E ~4 and 
II*(&) c at’ for all permutation matrices II. Let LZ+‘,, be the minimum, that 
is, the intersection of alI such LZ? ‘s. We may assume that for some 1~ m, < m 
do= {ii(j):j=l,...,m,}. 
The requirement of minimumity indicates that each II: causes a bijection of 
&a. Then it follows from (iii) that the linear map A from R” to R”-“1 
defined by 
satisfies (iii), and according to the induction assumption each II* causes a 
bijection of { ,-Cj)* .j=m,+l,..., m }. This completes the induction. n 
COROLLARY 2.7. Any isotone linear map A from R” to itself has one of 
the following forms: 
(a) Ax’= tr(Z) Zfm smw ?i~ R”. 
(b) A?= aIIx’+ p tr(-) f x e’ or some a, /3 E R and permutation II. 
Proof. Let us use the representation (2.16). If &‘) (or any Zck)) is not a 
scalar multiple of Z, but if all but one component of a”‘) (or any Zck)) are 
same, the orbits {II*&‘)} contain exactly n distinct members when II 
ranges over all permutation matrices. According to (2.17) the orbits coincide 
with { &‘) ,...,a +(“)}. In this case A has the form (b). If all the components of 
3’) (or any utk)) are same, A has the form (a). No other case can occur. For, 
otherwise, the orbits {II*&)} would contain more than n distinct members, 
which contradicts (2.17). n 
The proof of Corollary 2.7 shows that any isotone linear map A form R” 
to R” with 1 Q m < n has the form (a) for some a’~ R”. In particular, any 
isotone linear function, i.e. m = 1, is a scalar multiple of the trace. 
Our next task is to study compatibility of definite algebraic operations 
with majorization. Already some unary operations were observed in (2.8) to 
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(2.10). To give a unified treatment for basic binary operations, let us 
introduce a notion. A real-valued function $I( s, t) defined on R2 or Rt is said 
to be luttice-superadditive if 
Here recall that s1 V s2 = max(s,, s2) and s1 A s2 = min(s,, s2). (p is said to 
be monotone if it is either monotone increasing in each argument or 
monotone decreasing in each argument. Each function +(s, t) induces a map 
+( ?, y3 from (a subset of) R” X R” to R” by 
THEOREM 2.8. Zf cp(s, t) is monotone and lattice-superadditive, then for 
any ?,~ER” 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, it can be shown that there exist a 
finite number of vectors so) ,-**, sN) E R” such that 
g-+m_ . . . _p=y’_$i+l)_ . . . -$N)=g. 
and such that for each k 
components kk’ 
Sk+ ‘) is obtained from Sk) by interchanging two 
) t and z!‘) say, such that I 
i<j ad z(k) > ztk’ t I * (2.21) 
Therefore to prove (2.20), it suffices to show that 
(2.22) 
under the assumption r’= x’: that is, 
In view of the definition of +(x’, y3 and the assumptions (2.21) and (2X3), the 
majorization (2.22) will follow from the following two-dimensional majoriza- 
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(2.24) 
(2.25) 
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tion: if sr >, ss and t, >, ts then 
(+(sr, &),G(% 0 5 WI, Q,+(ss, rs)Y. 
But (2.24) is equivalent to saying that 
cp(s,, r2) ” +(s,, rr) 6 G(s,, G)” +(sz, rz) 
and 
$(s,, k!) + +(s,, rr) G 9(s,, G) + +(sz, 0 (2.26) 
NOW (2.25) follows from the monotony of +, while (2.26) follows from the 
lattice superadditivity. 
Examples of monotone, lattice-super-additive functions are 
+(s,t)=s+t on R2, 
+(s,t)=sr\t on R2, 
cp(s,t) = st on RT. 
Then Theorem 2.8 produces the following majorization relations: 
for x‘, GE R”, (2.30) 
for ?, GE R”,, (2.31) 
for x’, GE R”, (2.32) 
for Z, GE R”. (2.33) 
n 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.34) 
Proof When x’, g& 0, (2.34) results from (2.31). For general x’, g, take t 
so large that Z+ te’> 0 and y‘+ te’> 0, and apply what has been just 
established. W 
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The following lemma is useful for constructing new monotone, lattice 
superadditive functions from old ones. 
LEMMA 2.10. 
(a) Zf f( t ) is monotone increasing and convex, and if +( s, t ) is monotone 
increasing and lattice-superadditive, then the function 
J/b> t) := fMs9 t)) 
is monotone and lattice-superadditive. In the case of +(s, t) = s + t, increas- 
ingness of f(t) can be replaced by akcreasingness. 
(b) Zf f(t) is monotone increasing or decreasing, and if C#I(S, t) is 
monotone and lattice-superadditive, the function 
J/b, t) := @(f(s), f(t)) 
is monotone and lutticesupemdditive, 
Proof. (a): The monotony of J, follows from those of (p and f. The 
convexity of f and the monotone increasingness of C#J imply 
+(s1 v s2, t, v t2> - e1. t1> 
> f( { +(s, v s2, t,v tz> - +(s,, t,>> + +(s1 A s2>t1* t2)) 
- f( +(s, A s2, t1* t2>) 
a f(G(s,, t2)) - f(G1 A s2p t1 A t2)) 
because (2.20) is valid for $I and f is monotone increasing; and in the case of 
+(s, t ) = s + t increasingness of f is not necessary. 
(,b) is immediate, because f preserves V and A, or converts V (A ) to 
A (V). n 
THEOREM 2.11. Let x’, y’ be positive vectors in R”. 
(a) log(x”+ y’.) 4 log(x’+ y3 < log(x”+ y”). 
(b) log(x’--y’.)~log(z$)~log(x’:y”). 
(c) log(x”r\ y’.) 5 log(x’r\ y3 5 log(x”A y”). 
(c’) log(x”v C.) 2 log(x’v ij) 2 log(x”V ij’). 
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Proof. In view of Lemma 2.10, - log(s + t), log(st), log(s A t), and 
- log(s V t) are monotone and latticesuperadditive, and Theorem 2.8 can be 
applied. n 
Remark that the majorizations in Theorem 2.11 are sharper than those 
given in (2.30)-(2.33). For instance, given x’, GE R”, apply (b) of Theorem 
2.11 to exp(Q and exp(y”) to get (2.30). 
Taking the trace in Theorem 2.11 produces the following rearrangement 
inequalities for ?, y’> 0: 
(2.35) 
ii Cx; A Y-j) Q jfIl(xj A Yj) G fil(xj A Yj), (2.36) 
j=l 
(2.37) 
NOTE. The importance of convexity in connection with majorization 
(Corollary 2.2) was recognized by Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [34]. For the 
ordering of probability measures in terms of convex functions and the 
so-called Choquet theory, see Alfsen [4]. The fundamental result (Theorem 
2.5) is due to Schur [71] and Ostrowski [62]. Schur [71] discovered the 
antiisotony of elementary symmetric functions on the set of positive vectors 
and found a new approach to the Hadamard determinant theorem. Various 
examples showing the usefulness of isotony are found in [51] and [58]. 
Theorem 2.6 is due to Chong [14], while Theorem 2.8 and its relatives are 
due to Day [18]. Lattice superadditivity is discussed in [47]. Corollary 2.9 is 
in Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [35]. For Theorem 2.11 and related inequali- 
ties, see Day [18], London [46], Mint [52], Mirsky [54], and Rudermann [67]. 
Most of the notions and the results of Part I can be generalized to 
measurable functions. See [17] for exposition. The notion of majorization 
plays an important role in the interpolation theory of linear operators (see the 
monograph [42]). There is a multidimensional generalization of majorization 
which produces many integral inequalities: see [lo] and [49]. Applications of 
majorization to physics can be found in the monograph [31], and to statistics 
in [51] and [79]. 
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II. DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
3. Double Sub- and Superstochusticity 
Let us begin with a characterization of double stochasticity in terms of 
majorization. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions for an n-square real matrix A 
are mutually equivalent: 
(i) A is doubly stochastic. 
(ii) Ae’= Zad tr[Aq < trlq for all ZE R”. 
(iii) Ax’< X-for all 2~ R”. 
(iv) A?< X-for all 0 Q SE R”. 
Proof. (i) = (ii) * (iii) f o ll ows from Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, and 
(iii) * (iv) is trivial. 
(iv)*(i): Since z’< 5’ implies xi < zj Q xi for all j, Ax’< ? and x’> 0 
yield Ax’> 0, that is, A is positivitypreserving. Further, Ae’< G’ is possible 
only if Ae’= z, that is, A is unital. To see that A is trace-preserving, for 
SE R”, take t > 0 such that ?+ te’> 0. Then 
Ax’+ te’= A( i?+ tL?') -t x’+ te’ 
implies tr( Ax?) = tr( x?). n 
Our next aim is to establish corresponding characterizations for a doubly 
sub or superstochastic matrix. Incidentally remark that (iii) in Theorem 3.1 
can be replaced by each of the following: 
(iii’) A?‘? <for all ?‘E R”. 
(iii”) Ax’< x’ for all SE R”. 
For any subsets Z,Jof N= {l,..., n } and any n-square matrix A = (aij), 
let us write 
A(Z, J) := (Az,,e’,) = c c aij. 
iClj=J 
(3.1) 
A(Z, J) is defined to be 0 if one of Z and _Z is empty. 
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THEOREM 3.2. 
sati.& 
Suppose that n-squure matrices B = ( bi j) and C = (cij) 
bij > cij > 0 for all i and j. (3.2) 
Then there exists a doubly stochastic matrix A = (a i j) such that 
bij > aij >, cij for all i and j, (3.3) 
if and only if 
B(Z, J) z C(Z’, J”) + II)+ III - n fm all Z and 1, (3.4) 
where I” denotes the complement N \ I, and )I I the number of elements in I. 
A proof will be given later. Immediate consequences are intrinsic charac- 
terizations of double sub- or superstochasticity of a matrix. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The following conditions for an n-square matrix C = 
( ci j) with non-negative entries are mutually equivalent: 
C is doubly substochastic. 
CT5 <for all 0 d TE R”. 
ce’< 6 and tr(C?) < tr(x’> for all 0 < ?E R”. 
CZ< eland Fe’< e’, in other words 
n 
1 cijG1 for all i, (3.5) 
j=l 
n 
C cij<l for all j. (3.6) 
i=l 
Proof. (i) * (ii): By definition there exists a doubly stochastic matrix 
A = (aij) such that 
aij 2 cij for all i and j. (3.7) 
Then for any 0 < SE R” 
CS< A?< ?, 
which implies C?‘y Z 
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(ii) * (iii): C$? e’ implies Ce’< ef Cz$ ? implies tr(Cx?,) Q tr(x’>. 
(iii) * (iv) is trivial. 
(iv) - (i): Let B be a matrix ah of whose entries are equal to 1. Then the 
condition (3.4) becomes 
(ZI*l~l- VI- Ill+ n 2 C(Z”, J”). (3.8) 
But (3.5) and (3.6) imply 
WC, I”) < (n - VI) A (n - VI) 
< IZl.IJI - III - IJI+ n. 
Therefore Theorem 3.2 guarantees the existence of a doubly stochastic matrix 
satisfying (3.7). n 
COROLLARY 3.4. The following conditions for an n-square matrix B = 
( bi j) are mutually equivalent: 
(i) B is doubly superstochastic. 
(ii) Bx’< %‘fo7 all 0 < F’E R”. 
(iii) B(Z,J)>((ZI+I](-n)+ foraZZZandJ. 
Proof. (i) - (ii) is just as in Corollary 3.3. 
(if) - (iii): Since Bz, 2 z,, 
B(Z> 1) = (BG, 6) > C (Bq).i 
i=l 
(iii) - (i): Taking singletons for I, J, all entries of B are seen to be 
nonnegative. With C = 0 the condition (3.4) becomes 
B(Z, J) > III+ I./I - n, 
so that Theorem 3.2 guarantees the existence of a doubly stochastic matrix 
A = (aij) such that bij z aij for all i and j. n 
A proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the following lemma, for the 
statement of which we need some generalization of the notation (3.1). 
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When D =(dij) is an m x n (rectangular) matrix for any Z c M= 
{l,..., m} and JcN= {l,...,n}, let us write 
D(Z, J) := c 1 dij. (3.9) 
iCZ jGJ 
L)( I, J) is defined equal to 0 if one of I and J is empty. For vector 
Z=(xr,..., x,)r~R~ and y’=(yr,..., y,)r E R”, let us use the notation 
x(Z) := 1 xi and y(J) := c yj. 
iEZ iEI 
(3.10) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let D = (dij) be an m X n matrix with nonnegative entries, 
and 5+=(x1,..., r,)r~R* and y’=(yr,..., Y,,)~ E R”. Then there exists an 
m x n matrix G = (gij) such that 
dij ~ gij ~ 0 for all i and j, (3.11) 
x(Z) = G(Z,N) and y(J) = G(M, .I> for all Z and J, (3.12) 
if and only if the fokwiflg conditions are satisfied: 
x(M) = Y(N), (3.13) 
and 
x(Z)+ y(1) d D(Z, I)+ Y(N) for all Z and I. (3.14) 
Remark that the pair of conditions (3.13) and (3.14) is equivalently 
expressed by the following pair of conditions: 
x(Z) < D(L J) + ~(1') for all I and J, (3.15) 
y(J) d D(Z, J)+ r(Z”) for all Z and J. (3.16) 
Postponing a proof of Lemma 3.5, let us first derive Theorem 3.2 from 
Lemma 3.5. 
Suppose that B and C satisfy (3.2), and let 
D := B - c, ,-:= e’- ce’, and ,-:= e’- C*e’. 
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Then there exists a doubly stochastic matrix A satisfying (3.3) if and only if 
there exists a matrix G satisfying (3.11) and (3.12). (Here m = IZ and M = N). 
In fact, G is related to A by G = A - C. Since 
x(N) = n - C(N,N) = y(N), 
according to Lemma 3.5 the condition for the existence of G is expressed by 
III- C(W) + IJI - C(N, I) < B(Z, J) - C(Z, J) + n - C(N,N), 
which reduces to (3.4). 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Suppose first that (3.11) and (3.12) are fulfilled. 
Then 
r(M) = G(M,N) = y(N), 
and 
r(Z) = G(W) < G(Z, J) + G(M, J”) 
= @I, J) + Y(N) - Y(J). 
Therefore (3.13) and (3.14) are satisfied. 
Suppose conversely that (3.13) and (3.14), or equivalently (3.15) and 
(3.16), are fulfilled. We proceed by induction on the sum m + n. When 
m + n = 2, that is, m = 12 = 1, the assumption means 
so that gii:= xi meets the requirement. Suppose that the implication 
(3.15)&(3.16) * (3.11)&(3.12) is true for all the cases of dimensions m’, n’ 
with m’+ n’< m + n. Define, for 0 Q t < 1, a function Hct)(Z, J) for all 
ZcM= {l,..., m} and JcN= {l,...,n} by 
H(‘)(Z, J): = tD(Z, J) -x(z) + y(Jc) 
= w, J) -y(J) + x(ZC). (3.17) 
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Since Z-Z(‘)(Z > J) > 0 by (3 15) let * , 
t,,=min{t:H(‘)(Z,.J)~OforaUZandJ}. (3.18) 
If to = 0, then x’= 0 and y’= 0, and G := 0 meets the requirement. If to > 0, 
according to the minimum property (3.18) there exist I, c M and Jo c N 
such that 
H(“‘)(Za, .Za) ~0, but H(‘)(Z,, J,) < 0 for ah t <to. (3.19) 
The case that one of I, and .Z,, is empty is excluded, because H(‘)( I,, Jo) 
becomes independent of t, contradicting (3.19). 
Define a 1I,-JX I./,,1 matrix G’ and vectors ?T’ E RI’01 and y” E RlJ61 by the 
relations 
x’(Z) := x(Z) - t,D( I, 1,) forall ZCZ,, (3.20) 
Y’(J) := Y(l) foraU .ZC_Z,C, (3.21) 
and 
D’(Z, J) := t&z, J) for all I c I, and J c Jo. (3.22) 
Then (3.21) implies 
x’(Z,) = y’(J,“). 
Since by (3.18) H(‘o)(Z, J) > 0 for ah I and Z, 
x’(Z) =x(z) - tp(z, 1,) 
~to~(z&JJ)+Y(l~~J) -t,qz>J,) 
= D’(Z, I)+ Y(JO \ I> for all I C I,, and _Z C 1;. 
These show that the triple (D’, 2, ij’) with I, and Jo in place of M and N 
respectively satisfies (3.15) and (3.16). Since JZ,I + IJll< m + n, according to 
the induction assumption there exists a matrix G’ = (g:j)i E z,, j E ,; such that 
todij = dl’i a g,‘i > 0 forall iEZaand jEZg, (3.23) 
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and 
G’(Z,J,)=x(Z)-t,D(Z,J,) and G’(Z,,J)=y(J) 
for Z CZ, and ZcJ,,. (3.24) 
Similarly there exists a matrix G” = ( g;j)j E I,“, j E ,0 such that 
@Iii >, g;; >, 0 forall iEZi and jE.&,, (3.25) 
and 
G”(Z, I,) =x(Z) and G”(Z& J) = y(J) - @(I,, I) 
for Z c I,” and JCJ,. (3.26) 
Finally define an m x n matrix G = (gij) by the relation 
G(Z, J) = t,D(Z n Z,, 1 n J,) + G’(Z n I,, J n 1:) 
+ G”( I n I;, J n Jo) for all I and .Z. 
Then (3.11) follows from (3.23) and (3.25), while (3.24) and (3.26) imply 
(3.12): 
G(Z,N)=t,D(ZnZ1,,J,)+G~(ZnZ,,J,)+G”(ZnZ&J,) 
= x(Z n Za) + r(Z n Z,C) = X(Z) 
and 
G(M,J) = y(I). 
The matrix G meets the requirement. n 
NOTE. We followed Kellerer [39] in proving the key result (Lemma 3.5). 
Dr. Ch. Nara pointed out that Lemma 3.5 could be derived from the theory 
of flow in networks (see [27]). Corollary 3.3 is in von Neumann [60], while 
Corollary 3.4 stands as an open problem in [Sl]. 
4. Doubly Stochastic Matrices 
Our first aim is to show the special role of permutation matrices among 
doubly stochastic matrices. 
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The permanent per(A) of an (n-square) matrix A = (a i j) is defined by 
per(A)= c ol,,;..a,,. 
n E 9” 
(4.1) 
The permanent is pemutation-invariant in the sense 
per(A) = per( IIoJAII@)) for all permutations II(‘), II@). (4.2) 
For an (n-square) matrix A=(aij) and I, JcN= {l,...,n}, let us denote 
by A r, , the small rectangular matrix 
A I,I=(aij)iE~,j~J’ (4.3) 
An (n-square) matrix A is said to be partly decomposable if there exist 
nonempty I, 1 c N such that 
IZl+lJl=n and A,,,=O. (4.4) 
It is said to be decomposable if ] in (4.4) can be taken equal to I”. When 
(4.4) is fulfilled, the following holds: 
per(A) = per(Ar,,c)per(Arr,,). (4.5) 
A matrix is said to be indecomposable (fully indecomposable) if it is not 
decomposable (not partly decomposable). 
If all entries of A are nonnegative, then for any I, J C N with II I + 1.l I = n, 
Per(A) a per(Ar,I~)per(Ar~,I). (4.6) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A = (aij) be an n-square matrix with nonnegative 
entries. Then its permunmt vanishes, per(A) = 0, if and only if there exist I, 
J c N such that 
III+ III>, n + 1 and A(Z, J) = 0. (4.7) 
Proof. Suppose that (4.7) is fulfilled. According to permutation invari- 
ance(4.2),wemayassumethat,forsomek,_Z={l,..., k}andZ={k ,..., n}. 
Then A, rC = 
from (4.5). 
0 and the first column of A,, r vanishes, and per(A) = 0 follows 
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We proceed by induction to prove the converse implication. The case 
n = 1 is trivial. Suppose that the assertion is true for ail the cases of dimension 
less than n, and take a nonzero n-square matrix A with nonnegative entries 
such that per(A) = 0. We may assume a,,” > 0. Then (4.6) implies 
per(AN,cn).N,(n))- - 0. According to the induction assumption, there exist 
I’, _Z’c {l,..., n-l} suchthat 
IZ’I+ IJ’I 2 n and A(Z’, J’) = 0. (4.8) 
If IZ’I+ IJ’I 2 n + 1, let Z := I’ and J:= J’ for (4.7). Suppose lZ’l+ IJ’I = n. 
Since (4.6) with per(A) = 0 implies that one of per( A,,, YC) and per-( A,,,, r) 
vanishes, we may assume per(A,,,rC ) = 0. Again according to the induction 
assumption, there exist I” c I’ and J” c J’” such that 
IZ”I+ I.Z”I > 1Z’I-t 1 and A(Z”, J”) = 0. (4 *9) 
Then it follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that 
II”1 + IJ'U J”I = II”1 + IJ”I + IJ’I > n + 1 
and 
0 < A( I”, J’U J”) < A( I”, J”) + A( I’, J’) = 0, 
and I := I” and J := = J’ U _I” meet the requirement. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A be an n-square matrix with nonnegative entries. 
(a) Zf A is doubly stochastic, then per(A) > 0. 
(b) Zf A is fully indecomposable, then per(ACi, jj) > 0 for all i and j, 
where A Ci, j) is the (n - l)-square matrix obtained from A by deleting the i th 
row and the j th column. 
Proof. (a): If per(A) = 0, according to Lemma 4.1 there exist Z and J 
satisfying (4.7). Then double stochasticity implies 
0 = A(Z, 1) a A(W) - A(N, 1”) 
= IZI- IJ”I >, 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
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(b): If per(Aci, j,) = 0, according to Lemma 4.1 there exist Z and J such 
that i4Z, j@l, IZl+Ill 2 n, and A(Z, J) = 0, contradicting the full inde- 
composability of A. n 
It is easy to see that each permutation matrix II of order n is an extreme 
point of the convex set Sz, of all n-square doubly stochastic matrices, in the 
sense that II = tA + (1 - t)B with A, B E SZ2,, 0 < t < 1 is possible only when 
A = B = II. The next theorem establishes the converse. 
THEOREM 4.3. Any (n-square) doubly stochastic matrix A = (ai j) is a 
convex combination of permutation matrices. 
Proof by induction on the number K(A) of nonzero entries of A. Since 
each row contains at least one nonzero entry, K(A) 2 n. If K(A) = n, then A 
is a permutation matrix. Suppose that any doubly stochastic matrix B with 
K(B) < K(A) is a convex combination of permutation matrices. Since per(A) 
> 0 by Corollary 4.2, there exists a permutation IT E 9, such that u jnj > 0 
for all j. Let 
to := min ajn, 
l<j<n ’ 
and II(‘) := (a,,). 
If to = 1, then A must coincides with II”). If to < 1, the matrix B := (A - 
tori@))//// - to) is doubly stochastic with K(B) < K(A). According to the 
induction assumption, B is a convex combination of permutation matrices; 
then so is A. W 
COROLLARY 4.4. Any (n-square) doubly substochastic matrix C = ( ci j) 
is a convex combination of matrices of the fnm diag(&) . II, where II is a 
permutation matrix and Z C { 1,. . . , n }. 
Proof. By definition there exists a doubly stochastic matrix A = (ai j) 
such that a i j > ci j >, 0 for all i and j. According to Theorem 4.3, there exist 
t, > 0 and permutation matrices lick) such that 
N N 
k;ltk=l and A = c tkIIck'. 
k=l 
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Then C is decomposed in the form 
C= z tkdiag($k)).II(k), 
k-l 
where 0 < Zck) < ef Therefore, to prove the assertion, it suffices to show that 
any vector a’ such that 0 < a’< Z is a convex combination of vectors of the 
form Z1. To this end, we may assume that a’= a’*, that is, 
Let z(j)= {j, j+l,..., n}, j=l,..., n. Then 
” 
Zi=a,Z,w + C (aj - aj_l)i+i,. 
j=Z 
W 
The following is a stochastic analogue of Theorem 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Any stochastic matrix A = (aij) is a convex combination 
of (0, l)-valued stochastic matrices. 
The proof is parallel to that of Theorem 4.3 and is based on induction on 
the number K(A) of nonzero entries of A. Suppose that the assertion is true 
for all the cases of the number < K(A). For each j, find rj such that 
aTjj=min aij:aij>O}, 
i ’ 
and let 
to := min 
l<j=Sn 
aTjj and Q(O) = ( Si,j), 
Q(O) is a (O,l)-valued stochastic matrix. If to = 1, then A is (O,l)-valued. If 
to -C 1, then the matrix I? := (A - to@‘))/(l - to) is stochastic with K(B) < 
K(A). According to the induction assumption, B is a convex combination of 
(0, 1)-valued stochastic matrices, and so is A. W 
Our next aim is to find a stochastic or doubly stochastic matrix that is 
intrinsically related to a given matrix with nonnegative entries. 
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The support of a vector ?‘E R” is the subset of N 
I,= {j:xj#o}. 
A vector %‘E R” is said to be strictly positive if x’> 0 and I,= N. When A is 
a matrix with nonnegative entries, the relation A?= 0 for a vector S> 0 is 
equivalently expressed either by tr( AX?) = 0 or A(N, I,) = 0. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A be an (n-square) matrix with nonnegative entries. Zf 
A is indecomposable, there exist a positive number p > 0 and a strictly 
positive vector 8’) such that 
~~i?“)~~ = 1 and Ax’c’) = ~8”. (4.10) 
p is an eigenvalue with maximum modulus of A, and x”‘) is a unique (up to 
a scalar) eigenvector of A corresponding to p. 
Proof. Consider a compact convex set 
.G@:= {x’>O:tr(?)=l}, 
and define a map Q, on S’ by 
A*? 
Q(Z) := 
tr( A*?) ’ 
@ is well defined. For, if tr( A*?) = 0 for some ?E -Pe, then x’# 0 and 
A(Z,, N) = 0, contradicting the indecomposability of A. Now since Q, is a 
continuous map from the compact convex set into itself, according to the 
Brouwer fixed-point theorem there exists GE SP’ such that a($) = $ With 
p := tr( A*y3 > 0 this means 
A*@ = py’. (4.11) 
y’ is strictly positive. For, otherwise, (4.11) implies A(Z,-, Zz) = 0, contradict- 
ing the indecomposability of A. Apply the same procedure to A instead A* 
to find a positive number p’ > 0 and a strictly positive vector ? such that 
Ax’= p’z If p # p’, then (z, y’) = 0, contradicting strict positivity. Therefore 
p and x’c’) := x’/ll?‘jl satisfy (4.10). Take any (complex) vector z’ such that 
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AZ= pzf Find a complex number a! such that the support of Z- (~8’) does 
not coincide with N. Since all entries of A are nonnegative, 
A( z’- a$‘)) = p( z’- cd”)) 
implies 
AIT- cy8’)1 - plT- ax”O’l > 0. (4.12) 
The scalar product of the left side of (4.12) with y’ vanishes by (4.11). 
Because y’ is strictly positive, this is possible only when 
Al?- &‘)I = pi%‘- CY~~)[. (4.13) 
Since the support of Z- OLX *‘) does not coincide with N, and A is indecom- 
posable, (4.13) is possible only when Z- cyx”) = 0. Thus 8’) is a unique (up 
to a scalar) eigenvector of A corresponding to p. Finally let w’ be a nonzero 
eigenvector of A corresponding to an eigenvahre X, 
Aw’ = Xi. 
Then, as above, Al&l z Ihl IG(, and (4.11) implies p > Ih(. w 
An immediate consequence is the diagonal similarity of a matrix with 
nonnegative entries to a stochastic matrix. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A be a square matrix with nonnegative entries. lf A 
is indecomposable, there exist uniquely a positive number p > 0, a strictly 
positive vector Zwith llql= 1, and a stochastic matrix S such that 
diag(a’)A=pSdiag(a’). (4.14) 
Proof Apply Lemma 4.6 to the indecomposable matrix A* to find p > 0 
and a strictly positive vector a’ such that 
IlZll =l and A*a’=pa’. (4.15) 
Let 
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Then S is a matrix with nonnegative entries, and (4.14) is satisfied. Since 
(4.15) implies S*Z= ef S is stochastic. 
Suppose that p’> 0, strictly positive a” with Ila”ll= 1, and a stochastic 
matrix S’ also satisfy (4.14). Then 
s*(iiyq = ppz/ii. (4.16) 
Since S* is indecomposable together with A, it follows from (4.16) via 
Lemma 4.6 that p’= p and a” = a’, because IlC”ll= /lZll, and consequently 
S’ = s. n 
An indecomposable matrix with nonnegative entries is not always similar 
to a scalar multiple of a doubly stochastic matrix, yet the following is true. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let A be an n-squure matrix with nonnegative entries. If 
A is filly indecomposable, then there exist uniquely a doubly stochastic 
matrix D, a strictly positive vector a’with Ila’ll= 1, and a strictly positive 
vector b’ such that 
diag(Q’)A = Ddiag(@. (4.17) 
Proof. Suppose first that ah entries of A are positive. As in the proof of 
Lemma 4.6, using the Brouwer fixed-point theorem, find p > 0 and strictly 
positive a’ with II 41 = 1 such that 
[A(A*z)-‘1 -l=Pz. (4.18) 
Let 
g:=A*a’ and D:=diag(n’)Adiag(g)-l. (4.19) 
Then b’ is strictly positive and all entries of D are positive. Since s-‘.A*;= Z 
by definition, D*e’= Z On the other hand, (4.18) implies 
@.A@‘) = Z 
or equivalently 
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Then by Lemma 4.6 p = 1, and consequently D is doubly stochastic. The 
relation (4.17) follows from (4.19). 
Turning to the case of fully indecomposable A, take a sequence of 
matrices tik), all of whose entries are positive, and which converges to A. It 
follows from what has been just proved that there exist doubly stochastic 
matrices Dck), Sk) z 0 with Ila”k)ll = 1, and G(k) > 0 such that 
&ag( Sk)) A(k) = D(k) &ag( g(k)), k=1,2,.... 
We may assume that Sk’ converges to a’>, 0 with ]]q] = 1, and Dck) 
converges to_a doubly stochytic matrix D. Even z(k) can be assumed to 
converge to b z 0, because b tk) = hk)*Gk). For D, a’, and b’ the relation 
(4.17) holds. Then (4.17) implies 
A( I,, Z;) = 0 and D( Zf, Zg) = 0. (4.20) 
(Recall that I, and 16 are the supports of a’ and b’ respectively.) Since a’# 0 
and A is fully indecomposable, the first relation of (4.20) implies that if 
I;#0 
II&+ 1Z~l-c ?a. (4.21) 
On the other hand, since per(D) > 0 by Corollary 4.2, the second relation of 
(4.20) implies, via Lemma 4.1, 
Since ]I,( > 0, (4.21) and (4.22) are consistent only when I, = Zg = N, that is, 
a’ and b are strictly positive. 
The proof of uniqueness is quite similar to that in Theorem 4.7, and is 
omitted. n 
NOTE. Lemma 4.1 is called the Frobenius-KBnig theorem [29]. The 
fundamental result (Theorem 4.3) is due to Birkhoff [9]. A survey of the 
research on doubly stochastic matrices with some open problems can be 
found in [57]. Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 are only a small part of the 
so-called Perron-Frobenius theorem [63, 281. More about indecomposable 
matrices can be found in [83] and the monographs Gantmacher [30] and 
Seneta [72]. Theorem 4.8 was first proved by Sinkhorn [73] for a matrix with 
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positive entries. Subsequent generalizations are due to Brualdi, Parter and 
Schneider [ 111, and Sinkhom and Knopp [74]. 
5. Doubly Stochastic Matrix with Minimum Permunent 
In Corollary 4.2 it was shown that per(A) is positive on the set Q2, of 
doubly stochastic matrices of order n. Let 
YIl :=min{per(A):A~&}. (5.1) 
Let us call A in 52, a minimizing matrix if per(A) = y,,. It has been a 
long-standing conjecture (the van der Waerden conjecture) that 
is a unique minimizing matrix; a fortori, 
yn = n!/n”. (5.3) 
Very recently this conjecture was settled affirmatively by Egorychev. In 
this section we shall follow his line of ideas to the solution. 
As the case n = 1 is trivial, we may proceed with the assumption that the 
conjecture is true for all dimensions less than n. 
LEMMA 5.1. Any minimizing matrix A is fully indecomposable. 
Proof. Suppose that ]I( + ]J] = n and A( I, J) = 0. Then double stochas- 
ticity implies 
and 
]J] = A(N, Z) = A(ZC, J) 
IJ] = ]I”] = A( Z”, J”) + A( Z”, 1)) 
which yield A(Z”, J”) = 0. Therefore A,,, is a doubly stochastic matrix of 
order k := ) Z 1, while A IC,, is one of order n - k. Since by (4.5) 
per(A) = per(AI,,c)per(A,c,,), 
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it follows from the minimizing property of A and the induction assumption 
that 
nl>,per(A)>-* 
k! (n-k)! 
n” kk (n-k)“-k’ 
But this is possible only when k = 0 or k = n, that is, Z = 0 or J = 0. I 
Together with A, the matrices A*A and AA* are fully indecomposable. 
In fact, suppose, for instance, that there exist nonempty I, J such that 
lzl+ VI= n and (A*A)(z, J) = o. 
Then Ae’, and A$ have disjoint supports. Let ]i and I, denote the 
complement of the support of AZ1 and Ae’, respectively. By definition 
A(&, 1) = A(&, J) = 0, 
and 
IhI+ l.Ll a n. 
Then either IJiI+ (II Z fl or IZ,I+ IJI, > n, both of which contradict the full 
indecomposability of A. 
Considering per(A) as a multilinear function of column vectors, let us also 
use the notation 
per(A) = per( $‘), . . . , iicn)) 
where z(j) is the jth column vector of A. 
LEMMA 5.2. zfa’(j), j = l,..., n - 1, are strictly positive n-vectors, then 
forany (CompZex) n-vectorZ=(xlr...,X,)T 
a per($l) ,..., ~“-‘),~(“-‘)).per(a’(‘) ,..., zcne2), x’, ??), (5.4) 
where g=(E Ir.. . , F,)T. Here equality occurs only when r’is a scalur multiple 
of ,-(,-l)* The inequality (5.4) itself is valid if Z(j) > 0, j = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
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Proof by induction on the dimension n. There exists a unique Hermi- 
tian matrix S such that 
per(a’(‘),...,a’(“-‘),x’,,)=(S~,y3 forall T,GECn. (5.5) 
Since (Ssnel), $“- l) ) > 0, the largest eigenvalue Xi(S) of S is positive, and 
in view of Corollary 6.6, proved in the next section, the assertion of the 
lemma is equivalent to the condition that h’s(S), the second largest eigen- 
value of S, is negative. For n = 2, then 
and this condition is satisfied. For general n, this condition is satisfied when 
Z(i) = . . . = ,-(n-2, - - - e. Indeed, the largest eigenvalues is (n - l)! and all 
other eigenvalues coincide with - (n - 2)!. Let 
z(j)(t):=(1-t)z+nW for octal, j=l,...,n-2, 
and denote by S, the associated Hermitian matrix. Since A’,( S,) = - (n - 2)! 
and X2( S, ) depends continuously on t , the conclusion X2( S ) = X2( S,) < 0 will 
follow if all S, are invertible. Therefore it suffices to prove generally the 
invertibility of a Hermitian matrix associated with strictly positive vectors 
under the assumption that for any strictly positive (n - 1)-vectors 
G(i), . . . , gcnP3) the associated Hermitian matrix T of order n - 1 satisfies the 
condition Xl(T)>O> X',(T). 
Let anew S be a Hermitian matrix of order n, associated with strictly 
positive n-vectors Z(l), . . . , ,‘(“-2! Suppose that Sir’= 0 for some nonzero 
vector Z with xk # 0, say. Since S is a real matrix, we may assume that x’ is a 
real vector. For any j and any n-vector T, let Zcj, stand for the (n - l)-vector 
obtained from Z by deleting its jth component. According to the induction 
assumption, the Hermitian matrix Scj, of order n - 1, associated with strictly 
positive vectors Z$\ , . . . , a ( jj 4c”-3), satisfies Xl(Scj,) > 0 > X2(Scj,). But since 
0 = (ST) j = per( Z$\, . . . , ii{;y2), Zcj,) 
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Corollary 6.6 tells us that 
(s(j)z(j)p ‘(j)) GO (5.6) 
and that if ccj, # 0 then equality is excluded in (5.6). Since scj, # 0 for 
j # k, it follows from (5.6) that 
0 = (Sx’, c) = i Q(jn-2)(S(j)iT(j), qj ) < 0, 
j-l 
a contradiction. The last assertion of the lemma results from a continuity 
argument. W 
LEMMA 5.3. Zf A = (aij) is (I minimizing matrix, then 
Fr(A(i, j)) = per(A) for all i and j. (5.7) 
Here A i,l 
n6A 
is the (n - 1)-square matrix obtained f&m A by deleting the ith 
rowa t e jth column. 
Proof. 
First step: 
per(A(i,jj) = per(A) whenever aij > 0. (54 
To see this, let A := {(i, j) : aij > 0} and consider the subspace Y of n-square 
real matrices X = (xij) for which xii = 0 for all (i, j) outside of A. Then A is 
an inner point of the convex subset of 2, determined by 
xii > 0 for all i and j, i xij=l, and 5 xij=l. 
i=l j=l 
According to the Lagrange multiplier method, there exist u’, 5~ R” such that 
the real function Q, defined on 2 by 
@(X):=per(X)- 2 t ..-1 - 5 e ..-1 (5.9) 
i-l ~a( j_*“’ ) j=lO’( i=l”’ ) 
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attains its local minimum at A. Therefore 
o= WX) 
&xii 
= per( A(,, j,) - ui - uj for (i, j) EA. (5.10) 
X-A 
Since 
5 Per(A(i,j))‘ij= ,glPer(A(i,j))aij=per(A), 
i-l 
(5.11) 
(5.10) implies 
per(A) = ui + t aijoj for all i, 
j=l 
per(A) = i aijui + vi forall j. 
i=l 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
In vectorial notation (5.12) and (5.13) become, respectively, 
per(A)Z=u’+Au’, 
per(A)Z= A*u’+ v’. 
These two relations, together with AZ= A*Z= Z, yield 
A*AV’= d and AA*;=;. (5.14) 
As pointed out after Lemma 5.1, both A*A and AA* are indecomposable 
doubly stochastic matrices, so that (5.14) is possible only when ii and u’ are 
scalar multiples of Z Then it follows from (5.10) that 
per-( A(,, j>) = const. foraIl (i, j)EA. (5.15) 
This constant must coincide with per(A), because of (5.11), proving (5.8). 
Second stf?p: 
Wr(A(i.j)) 2 per(A) for all i and j. (5.16) 
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To prove this, we may assume a,,,, = 0 and show per (A(, ,,)) 2 per(A). 
Since A is fully indecomposable by Lemma 5.1, per( A (,,, ,,,) > b follows from 
Corollary 4.2. Then again we may assume that a jj > 0, j = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
Equation (5.8) yields 
per(A~j,jj)=~r(A), j=l,..., n-l. (5.17) 
Let 
A( t ) := (1 - t )A + tl for O,<t<l. 
Since any A(t) is doubly stochastic, and A = A(0) is a minimizing matrix, 
Oa-$erA(t)J,=,= g (Sij-a,j)per(A(i,j)) 
i,j=l 
n-1 
= C PerCA(j,j> ) +Per&,,.)) - ? aijPer(ACi,j)) 
j=l i,j=l 
= per(A+,,,)) - per(A) by (5.17) and (5.11). 
This proves (5.16). 
Now let us turn to a proof of (5.7) on the basis of (5.8) and (5.16). It 
suffices to prove per( A (,, .,) G per(A). Remark that (5.16) 
(5.11) yields that for any 1~ j G n 
together with 
per( a”‘), . . . , &j-l), 6, ii(j+‘), . . . , iicn)) 2 per(A) 
whenever 0 d b‘ and tr( g) = 1. (5.18) 
In view of the fQll indecomposability of A we may assume an, n_ i = a?-‘) > 
0. According to Lemma 5.2 
per(A)2= per(~1),...,~((“-‘),~‘“))2 
> per($‘) ,..*, ~n-l),a’(*-‘))per(a’((‘),...,a’(”),~”)). (5.19) 
Since 
per(&‘),...,a’(“),F3”)) z per(A) by (5.18), 
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it follows from (5.19) that 
per(A) > per(~(‘),...,a’(“-‘),~“-‘)) 
n-1 
= j~~per(A~j,,))uj,“-l+per(A~,,,))a,,~~,, 
~~er(A)(l-u,,,-~)+~er(A~,,,~)a,,.-~, 
which proves per(A) > per(A(,,,)), because un,“_i > 0. n 
Now we are in position to be able to settle the van der Waerden 
conjecture. 
THEOREM 5.4. If-A = (ii(‘), . . . , ii’cn)) is u minimizing m&ix, then ii(j) = 
z/n, j =l,...,fl. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that Z’(“) = Z/n. In view of (5.11), an 
equivalent form of Lemma 5.3 is that for any 1 G j G n 
per( Z(l), . . . , Z(jpl), g, ii(j+‘), . . . , iicn)) = per(A) 
whenever 0 < b’ and tr(6) = 1. (5.20) 
An immediate consequence is 
= per( $‘), . . . , $“-‘), zCnpl)) per( z(l), . . . , $n(n2), zCn), zCn)). 
Thus if d 8) j=l n - 1, are strictly positive, by Lemma 5.2 then a”“) 
is a scalar mulkple of’ z”- ‘); hence Z(“) = a’(“- ‘). Repetition of this proce- 
dure will show that Z(‘) = - * * = ii’(“); hence 
Therefore-it remains to show the existence of a minimizing matrix B = 
(b(l),..., b(“)) such that g(“) = Z(“) and all g(j), j = 1,. . . , n - 1, are strictly 
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positive. To this end, define C = (z(l), . . . , t?(“)) in the following way: 
c”” = 
$1) + $2) 
2 
= $2) , $i) = ; (0, j=3,...,n. 
Obviously C is doubly stochastic, and according to (5.20) 
per(C) = a per( c?+(l), D, Z(3), . . . , Zen)) 
+aper(a’(‘),a’(2),a’(3),...,a’(“)) 
+ f per( zc2), $‘), zc3), . . . , iicn)) 
+:per(a’(2),a’(2),a’(3),...,a’(“)) 
= per(A). 
Thus C is a minimizing matrix such that 
Z ,-(1) - - I,-@, = I,-(1, u Z,-(Z), 
Z,-(j) = Z,-(j), j=3 ,...,n-1, and ,-(“, = ,-(“,+ 
An expected minimizing matrix is reached after suitable repetition of this 
procedure. m 
NOTE. A historical survey of the research on the van der Waerden 
conjecture is given in [53]. The final solution (Theorem 5.4) is due to 
Egorychev [21], who discovered the use of Lemma 5.2. We followed the 
exposition of Knuth [40] and van Lint [45]. 
III. COMPARISON OF EIGENVALUES 
6. Comparison of Eigenvalues 
A complex n-square matrix is identified with the linear map it generates 
on the n-dimensional Hilbert space C”. To each matrix A = (a i j) is assigned 
the n-vector of its eigenvalues, 
x(A) = (h(A),...,X,(A))T, (6.1) 
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arranged in any order with multiplicities counted. It is well known that there 
exist orthonormal vectors 2’) ,‘.., 8”) such that 
(AGO, $9) = 0 whenever i > j, (6.2) 
and 
(Axlj),rlj’) = Ai( j=l ,*.., n; (6.3) 
in other words, there exists a unitary matrix W such that 
W*AW= (bij) where bjj=O for i>j. (6.4) 
An immediate consequence is the formula 
tr(A) := i ajj = 5 Aj(A), 
j=l j=l 
de@) := C ( - l)vIfIl~jr, = jfil’j(A)* 
?I E 9” 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
If A is Hermitian, i.e. A = A*, then x(A) is a real vector, and its 
decreasing rearrangement is denoted by 
?(A) = (h;(A),..., A;(A))r (6.7) 
and its increasing rearrangement by 
x.(A) = (h.l(A),...,X.,(A>)‘. (f-3.8) 
Orthonormal vectors xl’) ,.*., 8”) satisfying (6.2) and (6.3) are eigenvectors 
of A, that is, 
Axlj) = A j( A)$), j=l,...,n, (6.9) 
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and A is written in the form 
A = Wdiag(x(A))W*. (6.10) 
When f(t) is a real-valued function defined on an interval containing all 
eigenvahres of A, the matrix f(A) is defined by 
f(A) =Wdiag(f(x(A)))W*. 
To get another expression for f(A), define, for each 
E(A,t) by 
E(A, t)Z= 1 (2, Dp). 
X1(A) d t 
(6.11) 
t E R, a linear map 
(6.12) 
Then E( A, t ) becomes the orthogonal projection to span( Z(j) : X j( A) < t ), 
and 
f(A) = jrn f(t) dE(A, t) (6.13) 
-CC 
in Stieltjes sense. 
A Herrnitian matrix A is said to be positive (or positive semidefinite), in 
notation A >, 0, if x(A) >, 0, or equivalently (A?, x?) > 0 for alI ?‘E C”. Then 
the order relation B > C between two Hermitian 
B - C 2 0, or equivalently (BZ, xi > (Cx’, x’> for all 
the integral (6.13) becomes 
matrices B, C means 
SEC”. When A>O, 
f(A) =imf(t)dE(A,t); (6.13)’ 
in particular 
Ak = /%E(A, t), k = 1,2,... . (6.14) 
0 
As a consequence, for a vector x’ and r > 0 the condition E(A, r)?‘= 2 is 
equivalent to the condition 
(A%, ~3 < rk(?, x?), k=1,2,.... (6.15) 
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To each square matrix A are assigned several Hermitian matrices in a 
natural way: its real part Re(A) := (A + A*)/2, its imaginary part Im(A) = 
(A - A*)/2-, and its modulus IAl := ( A*A)‘/2. The eigenvalues of IAl 
are called the singular values of A. We have 
A=Re(A)+mIm(A), (6.16) 
and 
A = UlAl for a unitary matrix U. (6.17) 
This unitary matrix U is called the polar part of A. 
Our aim in this secgon is to make a comparison among Re(i(A)), 
i(Re(A)), Ix(A)I, and X( I AI) with respect to majorization, and then to 
establish eigenvalue analogues of (2.30)-(2.33) that is, for instance, to 
compare x(A + B) with x-(A)+ x.(B) for Hermitian A, B. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let lgi,< ... 
subspaces of C” such that 
-C i, < n, and Afi and Xi be (compl”) 
Aj c Aj+l with dim( _Ni) = ii, j=l ,*..> k, (6.18) 
and 
Mj'"j+l with dim(Xj)=n-ij+l, j=l ,..., k. (6.19) 
Then there exist two orthorwrmal sequences {T(l), . . . , Cck)} and 
{ jp, . . . ) gck’} such that 
9) E _4vj ati g(i) E ~~~ j=l ,.‘., k, (6.20) 
and 
span( C(i), . . . ) S(Q) = span( g(r), . . . , ip) 1 (6.21) 
Proof by induction on k. Remark first that the following estimate for 
the dimension results from (6.18) and (6.19): 
dim(.Mj n Nl) 2= j, j=l I...> k. (6.22) 
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In fact, 
If k = 1, (6.22) with k = 1 guarantees the existence of a normalized vector 
Ci = ijr E ./Xi n Jv;. Suppose that the assertion is true for k - 1. Then applied 
to dj and Jy;., j = 2,..., k, the assumption guarantees the existence of two 
orthonormal sequences { r!i@), . . . ,I$~)} and {Cc”), . . . , i7@)} such that 0 E 
Ai, tWE.Af. 1’ 3 ‘=2 ,..., k, and 
span( C(s), . . . ) ii(Q) = span( u’(2), . . . , G-(Q) = 9. (6.23) 
Take any nonzero G(O) E JX, n Jv; whose existence follows from (6.22) as 
above. If G(O) E 9, denote by k, the minimum of j such that G(O) E 
span( u’(s), . . . ) ii(j)). Then 1 -C k, < k and 
span( dC2), . . . , iPkl)) = span( G(O), G2), . . . ,13~1- ‘)) . ww 
Orthonormalize G(O), CC2), . . . , G’(kl-l) from left to right to get 
?‘(l), ?(2), . . . , iY(kl-l). Since G(O) E A, and C(j) E _&Zj, j = 2,. . . , k - 1, (6.18) 
implies s(j) E J? j, j = 1,. . . , k, - 1, and then by (6.24) 
span( iP,. . . , fickl)) = span(P), . . . , Cckl-‘)). (6.25) 
Since dim(.4Ykl n Xi) >, k, by (6.22), there exists nonzero 23(l) E ./Xk, n Jv; 
such that 
($0, ,-(I)) = 0 
> j=l ,..., k,- 1, (6.26) 
or equivalently, by (623, 
(d(j),t31))=0, ,..., k,. j=2 (6.27) 
If &‘I E 9, by (6.23) and (6.27) $‘) is in span(dCkl+‘), . . . ,iick)). Denote by 
k, the minimum of j such that &‘) E span( iiCklil), . . . , G(j)), and orthonor- 
mahze $I’, $k, + 1) ,..*, CCkz- ‘) from left to right to get ?(‘I), . . . , fk2- ‘) such 
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span( d’), ctkl + ‘), . . . , &k2-1)) = span( tikl), . . . , Sk’- “). 
After a finite number 1 of repetitions of this procedure, we arrive at the 
situations that { F), . . . , S(‘-l)} is an orthonormal sequence such that S(j) E 
Mj and 
spm( C(l), . . . , ,-(l-l)) = span( fP), . . . ) iiy 
and that there exists nonzero i3 E _,#I, n Nl that does not belong to 2’. 
Orthonormalize w’,&‘+‘), . . . , iick) from left to right to get T(‘), . . . , Gk). 
Clearly Z(j) E M j' 3 ’ = 1,. . . , k, and 
Finally orthonormabze w’, dc2), . . . , i?ck) from right to left to get y’(l), . . . , ijck). 
Since GE.IV~ and WeNj, (6.19) implies that JESSE, j=l,...,k, 
and 
spar@(‘),..., y”“‘) = span( w’, 2). 
This completes the induction. n 
Given a linear map A and a subspace 2, let us denote by A, the 
cmnpre.ssion of A to 2, that is, A, is a linear map on S? defined by 
A,F= PAT’ for SEZ, 
where P is the orthogonal projection to 2’. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A be a Hermitian matrix and Z(j), j = 1,. . . , n, its 
orthonorm~l eigenvectm such that 
&pi) = h;( A)$j), j=l ,...,n. 
Let 
.2j:=span(a”“,...,a’(j)), j=l >***> n. 
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Foranychoiceofkindicessuchthat lgi,< *** ~i~<nandanyortti- 
ma1 sequence S(i) E A?~,, j = 1,. , . , k, the following inequalities hold: 
xj(Az) z Xi,(A)> j=l,...,k, (6.28) 
where 
9 = span( T(l), . . . , i?). 
Proof. Let Z(l),..., g(k) be orthonormal eigenvectors of A, such that 
A,@’ = X;(A,)Dj’, j=l ,***> k. 
As in (6.32), it ispssible to take a normalized vector Z in span(x’(‘), . . . , C’(j)) 
n spn( b (j), . . . , b tk)). Then 
A-;( AP) = 
@ESpa$j?...,B’i)) 
(Ay’, y’) 
Ilv’ll = 1 
>, min (Ay’, y’) = hij(A). W 
&S?i, 
Ilv’ll = 1 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that a function @(tl,. . . , tk) defined for a d tj < 
/3, j=l,..., k, is permutation-invariant and monotone increusing. Then for 
any choice of k indices such that 1~ i r < * - * < i, < n and any (n-squure) 
Hermitian matrix A, all of whose eigenvalues are contained in the interval 
[a, /I], the following identities hold: 
@(XJA),...,X;*(A)) = max min 
_M,c cx, “4rj 3 P O.N. 
+(A,)). 
dim(Aj)=ij _y=sspan($l),,,,,+Ck)j 
(6.29) 
Proof. That the right side of (6.29) is not smaller than the left side 
follows from Lemma 6.2 via the monotony of Cp. 
To see the reversed inequalip, using the notation of Lemma 6.2, Iet Mj 
be the orthocomplement of .Mi, _ r. Then Jj 3 Nj+l with dim( Mj) = 
n - ii + 1, and Nj plays the same role for - A as &n-i +r does for A. 
1 
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Now take any sequence of subspaces &I C A, C . . . C dk with 
dim(.Mj)=i., j=l,..., k. According to Lemma 6.1 there exist orthonormal 
{W,...,,@~} and {y”” , . . . , y’(k)} satisfying (6.20) and (6.21). Let 
22 := span( S(l), . . . ) i?(Q) = span( #l), 1.. ) ij’“‘). 
Apply Lemma 6.2 to - A to get 
> x;1-i.+1 , (-A)= -Xii(A). 
Then the monotony of Q, yields 
This observation shows that the right side of (6.29) is not greater than the left 
side. W 
COROLLARY 6.4. Zf A is Hennitian, 
Xj(A)= max min (A?‘, xi 
dim(X) = j CE AZ 
Ilx’ll = 1 
= min max (Af,g), j=l ,*.a, n. (6.30) 
dim(M)=n- j+l JEJV 
Ilv’ll = 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let A, B be Hermitian. 
(a) Zf A > B, then 
Xj(A) >, X;(B), j=l ,...,n. 
(b) Zf a subspace 9 is of dimension k, then 
Xj(A) z Xj(A_,), j=l,...,k. 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
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(c) Zf A >, 0 and P i.s an orthogonul projection, 
xj(A) > X;(PAP), j=l,...,n. (6.33) 
Proof. (a) is immediate from (6.29). 
03): Xj(A,) is obtained by restricting M to be a subspace of B in 
(6.30). 
(4: Xj ( PAP ) = X; ( PA”2A1’2P ) 
= “; ( A1/2PA1/2 ) 
G xj(A) by (6.31). n 
Let us insert here a promised proof to a result used for Lemma 5.2. 
COROLLARY 6.6. Suppose that an n-square Hermitian matrix A (n 2 2) 
and an n-vector a’ satisfy (Aa’, a3 > 0. Then the following conditions are 
mutually equivalent: 
(i) x’s(A) < 0. 
(ii) I(AZ, ?‘)I” > (Aa’,Z)(Ax’, ?‘) for all x’linearly independent of a’. 
(iii) (Ax’, XT) < 0 whenever (Aa’, x?) = 0 and Ic’# 0. 
Proof. (i) - (ii): Suppose that x’ is not a scalar multiple of a’, but 
Then for any o, /I E C 
which implies A, > 0, where LZ’ = span(z, ~3. It follows from (6.32) that 
x,(A) 2 x,( A,) z 0, 
contradicting (i). 
(ii) * (iii) is trivial. 
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(iii) * (i): Suppose that X’,(A) > 0. Then there exists an orthogonal 
projection P of rank 2 such that PAP > 0. Take a nonzero vector x’ such that 
PC= x’ and (PAZ, x3 = 0, which is possible because the range of P is two 
dimensional. Then (AZ, x’> = 0, while (A< x3 > 0, contradicting (iii). n 
Let us begi? with a comparison of x( [AI), i(Re(A)), and Re(x(A)). A 
comparison of A( IA/) and Ih( A)1 will be given later. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let A be an n-square matrix. Then 
Re(~(A))~~*(Re(A)),<~*(lAl). (6.34) 
Proof. To see the majorization in (6.34), according to (6.3) take an 
orthonormal sequence xl” >.**, 8”’ such that 
(A?(j), 8”) = Xi(A), j=l >..., 12. 
We may assume 
Re(X,(A)) > . . . 2 Re(X,(A)). 
Then for any k, with 2’ = span(x’(‘), . . . , Tck)), 
i Re(hi(A))=~~~(Re(d)i’j’,i”,) 
j=l 
< i X;(Re(A)) by (6.32) > 
j-l 
and equality occurs for the case k = n. Therefore Re(i(A)) -C x(Re(A)). 
Turning to a proof of the inequality in (6.34) let @, . . . , g’“’ be 
orthonormalized eigenvectors of I Al such that 
IAID’ = X;(IAl)U’, j=l ,..., n, 
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Then in view of (6.30) 
An equivalent form of the inequality in (6.34) is the following matrix 
inequality: 
Re(A) < W*lAlW for some unitary W. (6.35) 
This inequality can be used to establish another important inequality for a 
pair A, B: 
(A + Bl < W,*lAlW, + W,*lBlW, for some unitary W,, W,. (6.36) 
In fact, let U be the polar part of A + B. Then 
lA+Bl=Re(U*A)+Re(U*B). 
According to (6.35) there exist unitary matrices W,, W, such that 
Re(U*A) <W,*I~*Alw~=w~*lAlw~ 
and similarly 
Re(U*B) Q W2*(BlW2. 
NOW let us turn to the comparison of x(A + B), i(A), and x(B) for 
Hermitian A, B. 
THEOREM 6.8. Zf A and B are Hermitian, then 
?(A+ B) - r;‘(B) -c r;-(A). (6.37) 
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Proof. It suffices to prove that for any choice of k indices such that 
l<i,< 0.. <i,<n 
; Xij(A+ B) < 5 X;.(A)+ i Xi,(B). (6.38) 
j = 1 j=1 j = 1 
Let 
W ,,...,t,) = i tj. 
j-1 
For any k-dimensional subspace Y 
a( x((A + Bb)) = @( X‘(A,)) +@( x(B,)) 
< i X;(A)+@(x(B,)) by (6.32). 
j=l 
Now appeal to Theorem 6.3 to get (6.38). w 
(6.37) yields, via suitable substitutions, an eigenvalue analogue of (2.30): 
r;*(A)+i.(B)d(A+B)d’(A)+r;‘(B) for Hermitian A, B. 
(6.39) 
THEOREM 6.9. Suppose that f( t ) is a nodecreasing concave function on 
[O, 00) with f(0) = 0. z-h en or any square matrices A, B the following holds: f 
~'(f(lA+BI)) - ~'(f(lBI)) -c ~'(f(lAl))- (64 
Proof. Fix k, consider a function 
W l,...,tk) := i f(tj) for tj>O, j=l,..., k, 
j=l 
and take any k-dimensional subspace 9’. Then with the notation of (6.36), by 
(6.31) 
@@IA + 4,)) G ~(~[(W,*lAIW,),+(W,*lBIW,),I). 
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Then in view of the concavity of f it follows from Theorem 7.5 proved in the 
next section that 
<@(X;(IAI),..., x;(IAI)) + q wlw,~)) by (6.32). 
Now appeal to Theorem 6.3, with the presence of Ws taken into account, to 
establish that for any choice of k indices such that 1~ i, < - - * < i, < n 
It f(X;,(lA + BI)) G j~If(h;(lAIJ) + ,sfc A;,(lBI))* ’ 
j=l 
To obtain an eigenvahre analogue of (2.31), we need an inequality of 
Schwarz type for determinants. 
LEMMA 6.10. Let 1 Q k < n. For any 2k n-vectors C(l), . . . , iick), 
i?(l), . . . , i7Ck) the following inequulity holds for the detenninunts of k-square 
?TU&icf?S: 
)det[(fP,v’(j))] ]2gdet[(u’(‘),u’(j))]det[(o’(i),o’(j))]. (6.41) 
Proof. Denote by S and T linear maps from Ck to C” defined by 
sqj, = ii(j) and Tqj, = C(j), j=l ,*.-, k, 
where 
W 
qj):=(o )..., 0, 1 ,o ,..., O)%Ck. 
Then the inequality (6.41) has the following equivalent form: 
(det(T*S) I2 < det(S*S)det(T*T). (6.41)’ 
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Since the orthogonal projection P to the range of S is at most of rank k, 
there is a partial isometric linear map V from Ck to C” such that P = W*. 
Then 
= (det( T*V) det( V*S) I2 
= det(T*V)det(V*T)det(S*V)det(V*S) 
= det( T*W*T) det( S*W*S) 
= det( T*PT) det( S*S) 
< det(T*T)det(S*S), 
because T*PT < T*T implies, by (6.31), 
det(T*PT) = fi Xj(T*PT) 
j=l 
< f!Xj(T*T) = det(T*T). 
Given 0 < x’, y’, ZE R”, let us write log ?< log y’ to mean 
k=l,...,n. (6.42) 
If, in addition to (6.42), equality occurs at k = n, we write log Z< log 5 In a 
similar way, let us write 
log z- log z:: log y’ 
to mean that 
(6.43) 
If, in addition to (6.43), equality occurs at k = n, we write 
log z- log z’< log c. 
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should be understood in the corresponding way. Remark that if Z, y’ and z’ 
are strictly positive, this conventional notation coincides with the usual one 
among well-defined vectors log x’, log y’ and log Z. 
THEOREM 6.11. For the eigenvalues of an n-square matrix A and those 
of 1 Al the following mjorization holds: 
loglx(A)I<logx(IAl). (6.44) 
ProoJ Take, according to (6.3), an orthonormal sequence Z(l), . . . ,8”) 
such that 
(A$ti), $9) = 0 for i> j, 
(A$), P) = Xi(A), j=l ,***, n. 
We may assume 
Then for any k, with Y = span($‘), . . . , Ztk)), 
{ ~l~~j(A)~)P-Idef[(A~i’,~l))]l~i,j~kI 
<det[(A*Afii),8j))],<i,jG, by (6.41) 
= JfiIAj((A*A),) G Jfilh;(A*A) by (6.32) 
= { fi>j(IAI)J2* 
and equality occurs at k = n. n 
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COROLLARY 6.12. Let f(t) be a real-valued function defined on [0, 00). 
Zf f( e’) is convex, then 
f(lx(A)I) ?f(x(IAl)) fmalln-squareA. (6.45) 
This follows immediately from Theorem 6.11 and Corollary 2.2. 
THEOREM 6.13. 
tion holds: 
For any n-square matrices A, B the following mujoriza- 
logr;‘(lABI)-logr;‘(IBI)~log~(IAl). (6.46) 
Proof. Fix k, and let 
W I,...&)’ ht. 
j=l I 
for tj>Oo, j=l,..., k. 
Take any orthonormal xl’) ,a.., @) and let 9 = span(P, . . . , iTck)). Then, 
with the polar part U of AB, 
@(x( (ABl,))2 = Idet[ (ABx’(‘), U?(j))] I2 
Q det[ (AA*&?(‘), UP))] det [ (B*Bx”“, w)] 
= det[(AA*),l det(l%) 
Q ( fi>jClAl))‘det( IBIS=) b (6.3-Q). 
by (6.41) 
Now appeal to Theorem 6.3 to get 
fi h;l( lABI) G fJ1 ‘j( I AI). $ h;,( IBI)* 
j = 1 
For k = n equality occurs. 
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(6.46) yields, via suitable substitutions, 
log?(IAl)+logr;.(lBI) < logr;(IABI) -z logr;.(JA))+logr;‘(lBI). (6.47) 
COROLLARY 6.14. All eigenvalues of the product of any two positive 
matrices A, B are nonnegative, and 
logr;‘(A)+log~.(B)<logr;(AB)<logr;’(A)+log?(B). (6.48) 
Proof. We may assume invertibility of B. Since 
AB = B-‘/z(B1/2AB1/2)B1/2, 
AB and the positive matrix B ‘/2AB”2 are similar and have the same set of 
eigenvalues. Since 
Br/sABr/s = lA’/aB’/sls, 
apply (6.47) with AlI2 and B’12 instead of A and B respectively, and 
multiply both sides by 2 to get (6.48). n 
(6.48) is an eigenvalue analogue of (2.31). 
COROLLARY 6.15. Let f(t) be a real-valued function defined on [0, m). 
Zf f(e”) is convex, then 
@(IAI)L(IBI)) :: ~(~(IABI)) :: f(~‘(IAI)~‘(IBI))~ (6.49) 
In case of positive A, B, the modulus lABI can be replaced by AB. 
With f(t) = t, an eigenvalue analogne of (2.31) follows: 
X-(A)X.(B) 1: X(AB) 5 X-(A)?(B) for A,B>O, (6-W 
which implies, just as in vector case (2.34), 
(x(A),x.(B))$tr(AB)$(x(A),x*(B)) forHermitian A,B. 
(6.51) 
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Our final goal in this section is to establish an eigenvalue analogue of 
(2.32) and (2.33). But as the space of Hermitian matrices does not become a 
lattice with respect to the usual order <, it is necessary to introduce 
reasonable definitions of the symbols A V B and A A B for Hermitian 
matrices A, B. 
Given two Hermitian A, B, let us write 
(spectral order) if f(A) < f(B) for all nondecreasing functions f(t) on R. 
Obviously 
AZB implies A<B, 
but not conversely. The following are immediate from definitions; 
A 2 B ifandonlyif A+cwZz B+aZ foraER. (6.52) 
AZB ifandonlyif -As -B. (6.W 
LEMMA 6.15. The space of Hermitian matrices becomes a lattice with 
respect to spectral order. More explicitly, if A, B are invertible positive 
matrices, the supremum A V B is obtained as the increasing limit of 
{(Ak + Bk)/2}1’k as k + co, whib the infimum A A B is the decreasing 
limit of (( Apk + Bpk)/2} -‘lk. 
Proof. Let us use the fact, proved in the next section, that for any 
0 < p < 1, the map 0 < X c, XP is monotone increasing and concave with 
respect to the usual order. Now take k > I > 1. The concavity yields 
and further 
( Ak+ Bk 
t 2 
l/k 
3 
A’+ B’ 
2 i 
l/l 
3 
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which proves the increasingness of {( Ak + Bk)/2}‘lk along k. Since this 
sequence is bounded from above by { X;(A) V A;(B)} I, it has a limit, which 
will be denoted by \k(A, B). It is readily seen that 
hence 
*(A, B) > A, B, (6.54) 
‘I’(Ak, Bk) = ‘I’(A, B)k, k=1,2,...; (6.55) 
‘I’(A, B)k >, Ak, Bk, k=1,2,.... (6.56) 
We claim that \k(A, B) s A, B. In view of (6.15), the inequality (6.56) 
implies 
E(‘J’(A, B), r) Q E(A, r), E(B, r) for all T >O. (6.57) 
Then, for any nondecreasing function f( t ) on R, integration by parts will 
show that, with sufficiently large (Y, 
f(*(A, B)) = ~afWE(W. B), T) 
afb)Z-~&Lr)df(r) by (6.57) 
= f(A), 
and similarly 
f(*(A B)) a f(B). 
This establishes the claim. Next take any Hermitian C such that 
C$A and C$B. 
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Use f(t) = tk’, k, I = 1,2,. . . , to see that 
Akl + Bkz 
2 
< Ck’, 
and appeal to the monotone increasingness of the map 0 < X ++ X1ik to get 
\k(A,B)‘<C’, 1=1,2 ,.... Then \k(A, B) z C follows just as above. These 
observations show that \k( A, B) is the supremum of the pair { A, B } with 
respect to spectral order. 
The second assertion results from the first by remarking that 
A,BSC>,O ifandonlyif AP’,B-‘~C-i 
as explained in the next section. n 
We are in position to present an eigenvalue analogue of (2.32) and (2.33). 
THEOREM 6.16. Let A, B be Hennitian. Then the following majorization 
relations hold: 
?(A)r\r;.(B)~~(Ar\B)<r;‘(A)r\~‘(B), (6.58) 
x’(A)v x.(B) 2 r;(A v B) 2 ii’(A)v x’(B), (6.59) 
where A V B and A A B denote the supremum and the infimum of the pair 
A, B, respectively, with respect to spectral order. 
Proof. In view of (6.52) we may assume that A, B are positive and 
invertible. First according to (6.39) 
X.(A)k+J;.(B)k<x r;.(A)k + r;‘(B)k 
2 2 ’ 
and then, since f(t) := - tl/k is convex, by Corollary 2.2 
Pi + L(B)k 1’k 
2 
) ;x[r”;Bk]l’k) < ( ~*(A)k;~-(s)k}l’kV 
Let k + 00 to reach (6.59). Finally (6.58) follows from (6.59) via (6.53). n 
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NOTE. This section is largely based on the exposition of Amir-Mo&z [6], 
Beckenbach and Bellman [7], Gohberg and Krein [32], Lid&ii [44], Marshall 
and Olkin [51], and Markus [50]. The subdiagonalization (6.2)-(6.3) is in 
Schur [69]. Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.3 in their general form are due to 
Amir-Mo&z [5], and in some special cases to Fan [23]. Corollary 6.4 is the 
Fischer-Courant theorem [24]. Theorem 6.7 is in Fan [22]. The observation 
(6.36) is due to Thompson [77]. Theorem 6.8 is due to Fan [22], Lid&ii [43], 
and Wielandt [84] (see also Mirsky [54]); Theorem 6.9 is to Rotfeld [65] and 
Thompson [77]. Theorem 6.11 and Corollary 6.12 are the discovery of Weyl 
[82] (see also Fan [22]). A special case of Corollary 6.12 is in Schur [70]. 
Theorem 6.13 is due to Horn [36] and Lid&ii [43]. Spectral order was 
considered by Olson [61]. The representation of the supremum in Lemma 
6.15 is in Kato [38]. 
7. Doubly Stochastic Maps 
In this section we develop an elementary part of the matrix versions of 
majorization. Denote by M, the complex linear space of all complex n-square 
matrices, and by H, its real subspace of Hermitian matrices. The space M, 
is provided with a Hilbert-space structure 
(A, B) := tr(B*A) for A,BEM,, (7.1) 
and consequently 
(IAll’= tr(A*A). (7.2) 
Further H, is provided with an order structure: A < B if and only if B - A 
is positive (semidefinite). Remark that the positive cone is selfdual in the 
sense 
A>,0 ifandonlyif (A,B)>,O forall B>O. (7.3) 
Since M, and M, are HiIbert spaces, with each linear map Cp from M, to 
M, is associated its adjoint @* from M, to M,: 
‘h’,(A)> B) = (A,@*(B)) for AEM,, BEM,. (7.4) 
A linear map Cp is said to be positive if 
Q(A) > 0 whenever A > 0. (7.5) 
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Q, is said to be completely positive if it admits a representation 
@(A) = ; C;ACj forall AEM,, (7.6) 
j=l 
where C,, . . . , C, are some n X m rectangular matrices. Complete positivity 
implies positivity, but not conversely. In view of (7.3) the adjoint of a positive 
linear map is positive. The adjoint of a completely positive map is completely 
positive. In fact, if @ admits a representation (7.6), its adjoint has the 
following representation: 
a*(B) = ; CjBCj forall BEM,. (7.7) 
j=l 
Let us introduce the majorization relation among Hermitian matr$es in 
terms of their eigenvalue vectors. Recall first that, for each A E M,, A( A) is 
the n-vector of its eigenvalues, arr_aged in any order, with multiplicities 
c_ounted. If A is Hermitian, then h(A) is a real n-vector, and x’(A) and 
X.(A) are its decreasing and increasing rearrangements respectively. A 
Hermitian_matti_A is said to be mujorized by another B (in notation 
A < B) if X(A) < X(B). Subrnu@rization A 5 B and supermu@rizution A 2 B 
are defined correspondingly. Remark that the equivaknce A - B, that is, 
simultaneous occurrence of A < B and A t B, is nothing but unitary equiva- 
lence of A and B. Here note the following inequality: 
I (A, B) I Q Ik A;(IAI)‘j(IBI). (7.6) 
j=l 
In fact, 
I(A,B)l<trli(B*A)(< i hS(lB*AI) by(6.45) 
j=l 
Q 2 ‘j(lB*l)X;(lAl) 
j=l 
by (6.49) 
= Z$ ‘j(IAI)A;(IBI)* 
j=l 
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To formulate a noncommutative, i.e. matrix, analogue of Theorem 1.3, we 
need a notion of double stochasticity for a linear map. A linear map @ on M, 
is said to be doubly stochastic if it is positive, unital [i.e. @a(Z) = I], and 
truce-preserving [i.e. tr(@(A)) = tr(A) for all A EM,]. Remark that @ is 
unital (trace-preserving) if and only if the adjoint cP* is trace-preserving 
(unital). Therefore the adjoint of a doubly stochastic map is doubly stochastic. 
THEOREM 7.1. The following conditions for Hermitian matrices A, B E 
H, are mutually equivalent: 
(i) A < B. 
(ii) There exist unitary matrices Uj and positive numbers tj > 0 such that 
2 tj= 1 and A = E tjUj*BUj. 
j=1 j=l 
(7.9) 
(iii) A = Q(B) for a completely positive, doubly stochastic map 0. 
(iv) A = Q(B) for a doubly stochastic map a. 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Since i(A) -C x(B) by definition, according to Theo- 
rem 1.3 there exist permutation matrices IX(j) and positive numbers tj, 
j=l , . . . , N, such that 
ii(A) = f tjII(j)r;( B), 
j-1 
or equivalently 
diag( x( A)) = f tin(j)* diag( x( B)) II(j). 
j=l 
(7.10) 
Take, according to (6.10), unitary matrices V, W such that 
A = W*diag(X(A))W and diag( x’( B)) = V*BV. (7.11) 
Then Uj :=VII(j)W and tj>O, j=l,..., N, meet the requirement of (7.9), 
by (7.10). 
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(ii) * (iii): Define a map Q by 
Q(X) := 5 tjuj*xuj for XEM,. 
j-l 
Then Cp is completely positive, doubly stochastic, and such that O(B) = A. 
(iii) = (iv) is trivial. 
(iv) = (i): Suppose that A = Q(B) for a doubly stochastic map ip. Take 
unitary matrices V, W satisfying (7.11), and define a doubly stochastic map \k 
by 
\k(X) := w~(vxv*)w* for XEM,. 
Then the assumption implies 
q(diag(x(B))) =diag(x(A)). (7.12) 
Let Pi be the orthogonal projection to the one-dimensional subspace spanned 
by 
W 
qj,= (0 ,...) 0, 1 ,o ,..., 0)‘. 
Then (7.12) implies x(A) = Di(B), where D = (dij) is an n-square matrix 
defined by dij = (\k( Pi), Pi) f or all i and j. Evidently D is a doubly 
stochastic matrix, so that (i) follows from Theorem 1.3. n 
COROLLARY 7.2. If Pi, j = 1,. . . , N, are mutually annihilating ortbgo- 
nul projections that sum to the identity: 
: Pi=1 and PiPj=6ijPj foralliand j, 
j=l 
(7.13) 
then 
f PjAPj -C A for all Hermitian A. (7.14) 
j=l 
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Proof. Since the matrix Uj := 2Pj - Z is unitary, the map 
Qj( x) := ix + gJj*xuj 
is doubly stochastic. Simple computation based on (7.13) will show 
f PjAPj=@P,o .a. 4,(A), 
j-l 
where 0 denotes composition. Since the composition of a finite number of 
doubly stochastic maps is again doubly stochastic, (7.14) follows from Theo- 
rem 7.1. n 
COROLLARY 7.3. Zf A, B are positioe n-square matrices, then the folbw- 
ing mu@rizatims hold in H2,,: 
[AiB :] t [;: ii] + [(A+:“2 (A+&]’ 
Proof. Since 
the matrix on the left side is unitarily equivalent to 
which majorizes A 0 
[ 1 by Corollary 7.2. This prove the left majorization. 
The right majoriza$on fesults from Theorem 7.1 by observing that 
[;: :I and [: :I 
are unitarily equivalent. n 
Corollary 7.3 can be generalized, in a natural way, to the case of a finite 
number of positive matrices. 
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Since H, and H, are provided with the order structure G and the 
majorization structure <, for a nonlinear map cf, from (a subset of) H, to H, 
we can speak about its monotony, convexity, isotony, strong isotony, etc., 
just as in Section 2. As Theorem 2.1 results from Theorem 1.3, the following 
statement results from Theorem 7.1: if ip is convex and unitady invariant, 
that is, 
@(U*AU) =@(A) for all A and all unitary U, 
then it is isotone. It becomes strong isotone if it is monotone increasing in 
addition. 
Let f( t ) be a continuous function defined on the whole line R (or the half 
line R + ). For each Hermitian (or positive) A, the matrix f(A) is defined by 
(6.11). The map A e f(A) is not necessarily convex even if f(t) is convex. 
However, the map becomes iso_tone if f(t )_ is convex. This follows via 
Theorem 2.1 from the relation A(f( A)) = f(X( A)). If, in addition, f(t) is 
monotone increasing, the map is strongly isotone. 
Here we take up the functions already used in Section 6, namely l/t and 
tP for 0 < p < 1. The map A ++ A - ’ is monotone decreasing and convex on 
the set of positive invertible matrices. In fact, this follows from the identity 
I (C iA I2 
(A-%‘)=~;P (Ay’,y’) forall ZEC”. 
For 0 < p < 1, the map A +B AP is monotone increasing and concave. To see 
this, use the integral representation 
sin pr 
/ 
CO stp-’ 
sp = - 
7T 0 s+tdt 
together with the spectral representation (6.13’) for A to get 
sinpr CC 
AP=- 
J 
A(A + tZ) -‘tppldt 
n 0 
Since for each t > 0 the map A * Z - t(A + tZ)-’ is monotone increasing 
and convex as proved above, so is the map A ++ AP. 
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Nonlinear functionals on H,, that is, maps from H, to R, are of special 
importance. If f(t) is convex, the functional A * tr( f( A)) is i&one. An- 
other example is this. To each Hermitian C, let us assign a function K, 
defined by 
K,(A) = sup (U*AU, C). 
u unitary 
(7.15) 
K, is unitarily invariant and convex, so that it is isotone. 
THEOREM 7.4. The following conditions fo7 Hermitian matrices A, B are 
mutually equivalent: 
(i) A < B. 
(ii) K,(A) < K,(B) for all Hermitian C. 
(iii) tr( f( A)) ( tr( f( B)) for all convex 5 
(iv) tr]A - tZl < trlB - tZl for all t E R. 
Proof. The implications (i) j (ii) and (i) a (iii) * (iv) are immediate. 
(ii) = (i): Let C be any orthogonal projection of rank k. Then in view of 
Theorem 6.3 
K,(X) = i Xj(X) forall XEH,. 
j=l 
Thzrefore (ii)_implies x(A) 5 x(B). Use C = Z and = - Z to see that 
tr( h( A)) = tr(X( B)). 
(iv) j (i): Condition (iv) is equivalent to 
trlx(A) - te’/< trlX(B) - te’l forall tER, 
and Corollary 1.2 can be applied. 
Let Q(S) be a seminorm on C”, that is, 
(absolute homogeneity): (P(d)= ]a]@(?) for ff EC, (7.16) 
(subadditivity): @I)(?+ y3 6 @(x3 + @(y3. (7.17) 
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If @(xi is an absolute seminorm, that is, 
v> = Wx’l) for all SEC”, (7.18) 
then it is monotone increasing on the set of positive vectors. In fact, if 
0 < r’< y’, then x’ is a convex combination of vectors whose moduli coincide 
either with y’ or 0. A permutation-invariant, absolute seminorm is called a 
symmetric gauge fin&ion. To each such function Cp on C”, let us assign a 
seminorm II*II,r, on M, by 
IIAllo:=@(x(IAI)) for AEM,. (7.19) 
Absolute homogeneity follows from (7.16). According to (6.40) 
r;(lA + BI) :: r;‘(W) + x’(lBI), (7.20) 
and by Corollary 2.3 (P( XT is strongly isotone. Thus subadditivity of II* hop 
results from (7.20) via (7.17). This seminorm is unitady invariant in the 
sense 
II~AVII, = IlAllo for all unitary U, V. (7.21) 
Conversely, any unitarily invariant seminorm on M, is obtained in this way. 
The Hilbert-space norm 11 A ( 1 onM,correspondsto a(?‘)= {C~_~~X~(~}~~~. 
The norm that corresponds to (P( ?‘) = max rGjC,,Jzrjl is called the spectral 
norm or operator rwrm and denoted by ~~*~~__,; 
ll4lm := X;(lAl) for AEM,. (7.22) 
M, becomes a C*-algebra with respect to the spectral norm, that is, 
IIA~II, =s ll4l,*llW.,~ IIA*4I, = IIAII:~ and ()I)(,= 1. (7.23) 
When (D(T) = C~_rIxjI, th e corresponding norm is called the trace norm and 
is denoted by II l II r; 
llAlll:= t Xj(lAl) = trlA(. 
j - 1 
(7.24) 
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An important fact is that the spectral norm and the trace norm are dual to 
each other in the sense that 
lWB)l 
“A”1 = ,“+“, "B", forall AEM, (7.25) 
and 
“A”m = rz 
l(AJ9I 
“B’ll 
forall AEM,. (7.26) 
This follows from (7.8). 
Let us turn to concave functions. 
THEOREM 7.5. Zf f(t) is nonnegative and concave on the hulf line R + 
and f(0) = 0, the function& II*Ilf on M, defined by 
llAll~:= i f(‘j(lAl)) for A EM,, (7.27) 
j = 1 
is subadditive. 
Proof. The assumption implies that f( t ) is monotone increasing and 
subadditive on R,. According to (6.36), for A, B E M,, there exist unitary 
matrices V, V such that ‘A + B’ < U*‘A’U+ V*lBlV; hence by (6.31) 
“A + Bllfd II~*IAI~+V*IW~~~~ (7.28) 
The functional Q on C2” = C”@C” defined by 
is permutation-invariant and concave on the set of positive vectors, so that in 
view of Corollary 2.3, - Cp is isotone. On the other hand, by Corollary 7.3 
(@V), i(lB’)) = (@J*‘&J), h’(V*‘B’V)) 
-t (ii(U*‘A’U+ V*‘B’V),O); 
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hence by (7.27) and (7.29) 
lI~*I4~+ V*Iw Ilf Q IIAllf + IPllf. (7.30) 
Now the expected subadditivity follows from (7.28) and (7.30). n 
Take f(t) = t/(1 + t), for example. Then Theorem 7.5 tells us 
2 hj(lA+ ‘1) 
<t 
ii j(lAI) 
j=l l+hj(lA+ Bl) j=l 1+ ‘j(IAO 
+ 2 xj(lBI> 
j-1 I+ ‘j(l’I) 
. (7.31) 
It follows from Theorem 7.1 via (2.8) that if @ is a doubly stochastic map 
and A is Hermitian, then I@( A)1 5 I AI. To generalize this to general matri- 
ces, we start with a lemma. 
LEMMA 7.6. Zf @ is a doubly stochastic map, then 
II@(A) IL G ll4L ad l/@(A) iI1 Q IlAll~ for all A EM,. (7.32) 
Proof. Let us prove first that Il@(U)(l, < 1 for any unitary U. We know 
that U admits a representation U = Cy, i , , (.I’. where Pi are mutually annihi- 
lating orthogonal projections that sum to I, and l{jl = 1, j = 1,. . . , n. Take 
normalized vectors x’, y’such that (a(U)?‘, y’) = Il@(U)ll,. Then 
Q j~l(o(pj)i:p)1~2(o(pj)~~~)1~2 
by the Schwarz inequality 
G ( ~l('(pj)~~i))1'2{ ~l(m(pj)ii~if)}1'2 
._ 
by the Cauchy inequality 
= IICjI-lliJl= 1 (a is unital). 
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Now anyA ~M,with (IAll Q, < 1 is a convex combination of unitary matrices. 
In fact, first represent A = Udiag($ IAI))V with some unitary matrices U, V 
and use the arguments in the proof of Corollary 4.4. Then it follows that 
ll@(A)ll, < 1 whenever llA[l, Q 1, which establishes the left inequality of 
(7.32). Apply the same arguments to a,* to see that ll@*(A)ll, < [IAll, for 
all A E M,, which implies the right inequality of (7.32) via (7.25). H 
THEOREM 7.7. If Cp is a doubly stochastic map on M,, then 
I@(A)I:: VI forall A EM,. (7.33) 
Proof. First let us show that I@*(W)1 5 [UPI whenever U is unitary and 
P is an orthogonal projection (of rank k). In fact, since a* is doubly 
stochastic, by Lemma 7.6 
and 
x;(l@*w) I) = Il~*wv II,6 Il~~ll, = Mm = 1, 
which implies 
qp*(uP)I) _! X(lUPI) = (&,O,...,O)‘. VW 
Now for any A E M, and k Q n there exist a unitary matrix U and an 
orthogonal projection P of rank k such that 
i XS(I~(A)I)=(uP,~(A)). 
j-l 
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Then, with h’,+,(]A() = 0, 
((“,~(A)))=I(~*(“),A)(~  Ai(lAI)XS(I~*(UP)I) by (7.8) 
j=l 
= i { A;(lAl) - X;+,(lAl)} L x’(I’*(‘J’) I) 
j=l i=l 
G jcl { x’j(lAl> - ~j+1(lAl>} h X;(I’f’I) by (7.34) 
i=l 
which proves (7.33). n 
COROLLARY 7.8. Zf @ is a doubly stochastic map on M,, for any 
unitarily invariant norm I(*Ilft 
NOTE. Majorization in the dual space of a C*-algebra-in particular, in 
a matrix algebra-is the subject of Alberti and Uhlmann [2, 3, 80, 811; 
Grothendieck [33] considered a von Neumann algebra with trace. Positive 
linear maps have been discussed in the framework of C*-algebra (see [ 191 and 
[76]). Complete positivity was introduced by Stinespring [75]. Its equivalence 
to (7.6) for the case of matrix algebras is due to Choi [12]. Corollary 7.2 is in 
Fan [23]. Corollary 7.3 was proved by Thompson [77]. When the map 
A c) f(A) generated by a function f becomes monotone or convex is the 
subject of the classical papers of L&vner [48] and Krauss [41] (see [20] for 
exposition). Symmetric gauge functions were introduced by von Neumann 
[59], who studied metrizations of matrix spaces. See [32] and [54] for 
exposition. Theorem 7.5 is due to Rotfeld [65], but the proof in the paper is 
due to Thompson [77]. Thompson [78] studied in detail triangular-type 
inequalities among matrices. 
My sincere thanks are due to Miss Harumi Shio!a for her quick and 
accurate typing service. 
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Research No. 56540052. 
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